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Foreword 

This book contains the revised and extended versions of papers 
describing a number of European projects that were presented at the two 
European Project Space (EPS) events organized in Lisbon, January 2015, 
associated with the set of conferences namely BIOSTEC (International 
Joint Conference on Biomedical Engineering Systems and Technologies), 
ICAART (International Conference on Agents and Artificial Intelligence); 
ICPRAM (International Conference on Pattern Recognition Applications 
and Methods) and ICORES (International Conference on Operations 
Research and Enterprise Systems). 

All these events were sponsored by the Institute for Systems and 
Technologies of Information, Control and Communication (INSTICC) in 
collaboration with several international associations and other scientific 
partners. 

The objective of the EPS is to provide a platform and meeting point 
for researchers and practitioners to discuss and exchange experiences on 
European Research and Development projects which are funded and 
developed in the European research area or in collaboration with 
European partners, thus providing insights into cutting edge research 
work originating from Academia or Industry, either in Europe or 
elsewhere.  

We aim to establish the EPS as a regular event to create opportunities 
for knowledge and technology sharing, and establish the basis for future 
collaboration networks involving current project partners and interested 
conference delegates.  

These two events included a panel discussion with representatives and 
experts from the European Community.  

The panel entitled “The Road Ahead: New Challenges for Learning 
and Intelligent Systems” held on January, 11th had the presences of 
Marcello Pelillo, University of Venice, Italy (chair of the panel); Eunice 
Ribeiro, Horizon 2020 National Contact Point (NCP) – Energy, FET & 
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ICT, Portugal, Mario Figueiredo, Technical University of Lisbon - IST, 
Portugal, Nello Cristianini, University of Bristol, United Kingdom, 
Carmen Gervet, Université de Savoie, France and Oswaldo Ludwig, KU 
Leuven, Belgium. 

On the January 13th the panel entitled “European Project Space on 
Biomedical Engineering” included the presences of Ana Fred from the 
Instituto de Telecomunicações / IST, Portugal as chair of the panel and 
the panel participants: Alexandra Veiga, Horizon 2020 National Contact 
Point (NCP) –ERC, Health, Fusion, IMI, Portugal, Marta Bienkiewicz, 
TUM, Technische Universitat Munchen, Germany, Justyna 
Maculewicz, Aalborg University Copenhagen, Denmark and Mohamed 
Oussama Ben Salem, Tunisia Polytechnic School, Tunisia. 

The EPS technical program included, in addition to an opening panel, 
the presentation of five projects which, after the event, have been invited 
to publish a short report in this EPS book.  

We would like to thank the project representatives that decided to take 
their time and effort to respond to our invitation, whose reports 
correspond to the five chapters of this book. 

 
Ana Fred 

Editor 
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The Natural Interactive Walking Project and
Emergence of Its Results in Research on Rhythmic
Walking Interaction and the Role of Footsteps in

Affecting Body Ownership

Justyna Maculewicz, Erik Sikström and Stefania Serafin

Architecture, Design and Media Technology Department, Aalborg University Copenhagen,
2450, Copenhagen, Denmark

{jma, es, sts}@create.aau.dk
http://media.aau.dk/smc

Abstract. In this chapter we describe how the results of the Natural Interactive
Project, which was funded within the 7th Framework Programme and ended in
2011, started several research directions concerning the role of auditory and hap-
tic feedback in footstep simulations. We chose elements of the project which are
interesting in a broader context of interactive walking with audio and haptic feed-
back to present and discuss the developed systems for gait analysis and feedback
presentation, but also, what is even more interesting to show how it influence
humans behavior and perception. We hope also to open a discussion on why we
actually can manipulate our behavior and show the importance of explaining it
from the neurological perspective. We start with a general introduction, moving
on to more specific parts of the project, that are followed by the results of the re-
search which were conducted after project’s termination but based on its results.

1 Introduction

Walking is an activity that plays an important part in our daily lives. In addition to being
a natural means of transportation, walking is also characterized by the resulting sound,
which can provide rich information about the surrounding and a walker. The study of the
human perception of locomotion sounds has addressed several properties of the walking
sound source. The sound of footsteps conveys information about walker’s gender [1, 2],
posture [3], emotions [2], the hardness and size of their shoe sole[2], and the ground
material on which they are stepping [4]. It was proven that sounds of footsteps convey
both temporal and spatial information about locomotion [5].

Auditory feedback has also strength to change our behavior. Studies show that in-
teractive auditory feedback produced by walkers affects walking pace. In the studies
of [6, 7] individuals were provided with footstep sounds simulating different surface
materials, interactively generated using a sound synthesis engine [8]. Results show that
subjects’ walking speed changed as a function of the simulated ground material.

From the clinical perspective, sensory feedback and cueing in walking received an
increased attention. It is well known that sensory feedback have a positive effect on gait
in patients with the neurological disorders, among which is also Parkinson’s disease



(PD) [9–14]. Rhythmic (metronome-like) auditory cues have been found to produce
gait improvement in several studies [9–15]. External rhythms presented by auditory
cues may improve gait characteristics [13–15], but also be used to identify deficits in
gait adaptability [16].

Research on sensory feedback while walking is also important in the ares of virtual
augmented realities.

The addition of auditory cues and their importance in enhancing the sense of im-
mersion and presence is a recognized fact in virtual environment research and develop-
ment. Studies on auditory feedback in VR are focused on sound delivery methods [17,
18], sound quantity and quality of auditory versus visual information [19], 3D sound
[20, 21] and enhancement of self-motion and presence in virtual environments [22–24].

Within the study of human perception of walking sounds researchers have focused
on topics such as gender identification [1], posture recognition [3], emotional experi-
ences of different types of shoe sound (based on the material of the sole) on different
floor types (carpet and ceramic tiles) [25], and walking pace depending on various
types of synthesized audio feedback of steps on various ground textures [26].

2 The Objectives of NIW Project

The NIW project contributed to scientific knowledge in two key areas. First it reinforced
the understanding of how our feet interact with surfaces on which we walk. Second, in-
formed the design of such interactions, by forging links with recent advances in the
haptics of direct manipulation and in locomotion in real-world environments. The cre-
ated methods have potential to impact a wide range of future applications that have been
prominent in recently funded research within Europe and North America. Examples in-
clude floor-based navigational aids for airports or railway stations, guidance systems
for the visually impaired, augmented reality training systems for search and rescue,
interactive entertainment, and physical rehabilitation.

The NIW project proceeded from the hypothesis that walking, by enabling rich in-
teractions with floor surfaces, consistently conveys enactive information that manifests
itself predominantly through haptic and auditory cues. Vision was regarded as playing
an integrative role linking locomotion to obstacle avoidance, navigation, balance, and
the understanding of details occurring at ground level. The ecological information was
obtained from interaction with ground surfaces allows us to navigate and orient dur-
ing everyday tasks in unfamiliar environments, by means of the invariant ecological
meaning that we have learned through prior experience with walking tasks.

At the moment of the project execution, research indicated that the human hap-
tic and auditory sensory channels are particularly sensitive to material properties ex-
plored during walking [4], and earlier studies have demonstrated strong links between
the physical attributes of the relevant sounding objects and the auditory percepts they
generate [27]. The project intention was to select, among these attributes, those which
evoke most salient perceptual cues in subjects.

Physically based sound synthesis models are capable of representing sustained and
transient interactions between objects of different forms and material types, and such
methods were used in the NIW project in order to model and synthesize the sonic effects
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of basic interactions between feet and ground materials, including impacts, friction, or
the rolling of loose materials.

The two objectives which guided the project are:
1. The production of a set of foot-floor multimodal interaction methods, for the virtual

rendering of ground attributes, whose perceptual saliency has been validated
2. The synthesis of an immersive floor installation displaying a scenario of ground

attributes and floor events on which to perform walking tasks, designed in an effort
to become of interest in areas such as rehabilitation and entertainment.

The results of the research within the NIW project can be enclosed in the three mile-
stones:

– Design, engineering, and prototyping of floor interaction technologies
– A validated set of ecological foot-based interaction methods, paradigms and proto-

types, and designs for interactive scenarios using these paradigms
– Integration and usability testing of floor interaction technologies in immersive sce-

narios.

The forthcoming sections will focus on research initiated at Aalborg University and
continued after the termination of the project.

3 Synthesis of Footsteps Sounds

3.1 Microphone-based Model

A footstep sound is the result of multiple micro-impact sounds between the shoe and
the floor. The set of such micro-events can be thought as an high level model of impact
between an exciter (the shoe) and a resonator (the floor).
Our goal in developing the footsteps sounds synthesis engine was to synthesize a foot-
step sound on different kinds of materials starting from a signal in the audio domain
containing a generic footstep sound on a whatever material. Our approach to achieve
this goal consisted of removing the contribution of the resonator, keeping the exciter
and considering the latter as input for a new resonator that implements different kinds
of floors. Subsequently the contribution of the shoe and of the new floor were summed
in order to have a complete footstep sound.

In order to simulate the footsteps sounds on different types of materials, the ground
reaction force estimated with this technique was used to control various sound synthe-
sis algorithms based on physical models, simulating both solid and aggregate surfaces
[28, 29]. The proposed footsteps synthesizer was implemented in the Max/MSP sound
synthesis and multimedia real-time platform.1

Below we present an introduction to developed physically based sound synthesis
engine that is able to simulate the sounds of walking on different surfaces. This intro-
duction is an excision from [8]. Figure 2 presents the setup that was used for testing
designed models of feedback delivery. We developed a physically based sound synthe-
sis engine that is able to simulate the sounds of walking on different surfaces. Acoustic
1www.cycling74.com
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Fig. 1. A screenshot of the graphical user interface for the developed sound synthesis engine. [8].

and vibrational signatures of locomotion are the result of more elementary physical in-
teractions, including impacts, friction, or fracture events, between objects with certain
material properties (hardness, density, etc.) and shapes. The decomposition of complex
everyday sound phenomena in terms of more elementary ones has been a recurring
idea in auditory display research during recent decades [30]. In our simulations, we
draw a primary distinction between solid and aggregate ground surfaces, the latter be-
ing assumed to possess a granular structure, such as that of gravel, snow, or sand. A
comprehensive collection of footstep sounds was implemented. Metal and wood were
implemented as solid surfaces. In these materials, the impact model was used to sim-
ulate the act of walking, while the friction model was used to simulate the sound of
creaking wood. Gravel, sand, snow, forest underbrush, dry leaves, pebbles, and high
grass are the materials which were implemented as aggregate sounds. The simulated
metal, wood, and creaking wood surfaces were further enhanced by using some re-
verberation. Reverberation was implemented by convolving in real-time the footstep
sounds with the impulse response recorded in different indoor environments. The sound
synthesis algorithms were implemented in C++ as external libraries for the Max/MSP
sound synthesis and multimedia real-time platform. A screenshot of the final graphical
user interface can be seen in Figure 1. In our simulations, designers have access to a
sonic palette making it possible to manipulate all such parameters, including material
properties. One of the challenges in implementing the sounds of different surfaces was
to find suitable combinations of parameters which provided a realistic simulation. In the
synthesis of aggregate materials, parameters such as intensity, arrival times, and impact
form a powerful set of independent parametric controls capable of rendering both the
process dynamics, which is related to the temporal granularity of the interaction (and
linked to the size of the foot, the walking speed, and the walkers weight), and the type of
material the aggregate surface is made of. These controls enable the sound designer to
choose foot-ground contact sounds from a particularly rich physically informed palette.
For each simulated surface, recorded sounds were analyzed according to their combi-
nations of events, and each subevent was simulated independently. As an example, the
sound produced while walking on dry leaves is a combination of granular sounds with
long duration both at low and high frequencies, and noticeable random sounds with not
very high density that give to the whole sound a crunchy aspect. These different compo-
nents were simulated with several aggregate models having the same density, duration,
frequency, and number of colliding objects. The amplitude of the different components
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Fig. 2. Hardware components of the developed system: microphones, multichannel soundcard,
laptop, and headphones [8].

were also weighted, according to the same contribution present in the corresponding
real sounds. Finally, a scaling factor was applied to the volumes of the different com-
ponents. This was done in order to recreate a sound level similar to the one happening
during a real footstep on each particular material.
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3.2 The MoCap-based System

In this section we address the problem of calculating the GRF from the data tracked
by means of a Motion Capture System (MoCap) in order to provide a real-time control
of the footsteps synthesizer. Our goal was to develop a system which could satisfy the
requirements of shoe independence, fidelity in the accuracy of the feet movements, and
free navigation.

Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of the overall architecture developed.
This system is placed in an acoustically isolated laboratory and consists of a MoCap2,
two soundcards3, sixteen loudspeakers4, and two computers. The first computer runs
the motion capture software5, while the second runs the audio synthesis engine. The
two computers are connected through an ethernet cable and communicate by means of
the UDP protocol. The data relative to the MoCap are sent from the first to the second
computer which processes them in order to control the sound engine.
The MoCap is composed by 16 infrared cameras6 which are placed in a configuration
optimized for the tracking of the feet. In order to achieve this goal, two sets of markers
are placed on each shoe worn by the subjects, in correspondence to the heel and to the
toe respectively.
Concerning the auditory feedback, the sounds are delivered through a set of sixteen
loudspeakers or through headphones.

Fig. 3. A block diagram of the developed system and the used reference coordinates system.

2Optitrack: http://naturalpoint.com/optitrack/
3FireFace 800 soundcard: http://www.rme-audio.com
4Dynaudio BM5A: http://www.dynaudioacoustics.com
5Tracking Tools 2.0
6OptiTrack FLEX:V100R2
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3.3 Wireless Shoes

In this section we address the problem of calculating the GRF from the data tracked
by sensors placed directly on the walker shoes, with the goal of providing a real-time
control of the footsteps synthesizer using in addition a wireless trasmission.
The setup for the developed shoe-integrated sensors system is illustrated in Figure 4.
Such system is composed by a laptop, a wireless data acquisition system (DAQ), and a
pair of sandals each of which is equipped with two force sensing resistors7 and two 3-
axes accelerometers8. More in detail the two FSR sensors were placed under the insole
in correspondence to the heel and toe respectively. Their aim was to detect the pressure
force of the feet during the locomotion of the walker. The two accelerometers instead
were fixed inside the shoes. Two cavities were made in the thickness of the sole to
accommodate them in correspondence to the heel and toe respectively. In order to better
fix the accelerometers to the shoes the two cavities containing them were filled with
glue.
The analog sensor values were transmitted to the laptop by means of a portable and
wearable DAQ.

Fig. 4. Setup for the wireless shoes system: the user wears the sensor enhanced shoes and the
wireless data acquisition system.

The wireless DAQ consists of three boards: an Arduino MEGA 2560 board9, a
custom analog preamplification board, and a Watterott RedFly10 wireless shield. In the
nomenclature of the Arduino community, a “shield” is a printed circuit board (PCB) that
7FSR: I.E.E. SS-U-N-S-00039
8ADXL325: http://www.analog.com
9http://arduino.cc
10http://www.watterott.net/projects/redfly-shield
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matches the layout of the I/O pins on a given Arduino board, allowing that a shield can
be “stacked onto” the Arduino board, with stable mechanical and electrical connections.

All three boards are stacked together. In this way the wireless DAQ system can be
easily put together in a single box, to which a battery can be attached. This results in a
standalone, portable device that can be attached to the user’s clothes, allowing greater
freedom of movement for the user.

Since each foot carries two FSRs and two 3-axis accelerometers, which together
provide 8 analog channels of data, the system demands capability to process 16 analog
inputs in total. That is precisely the number of analog inputs offered by an Arduino
MEGA 2560, whose role is to sample the input channels, and format and pass the data
to the wireless RedFly shield. The analog preamplification board is a collection of four
quad rail-to-rail operational amplifier chips (STmicroelectronics TS924), providing 16
voltage followers for input buffering of the 16 analog signals, as well as of four trim-
mers, to complete the voltage divider of the FSR sensors; and connectors. The Watterott
RedFly shield is based on a Redpine Signals RS9110-N-11-22 WLAN interface chipset,
and communicates with the Arduino through serial (UART) at 230400 baud. Prelimi-
nary measurements show that the entire wireless DAQ stack consumes about 200 mA
with a 9V power supply, therefore we chose a power supply of 9V as the battery format.

3.4 Discussion

At software level, both the proposed systems are based on the triggering of the GRFs,
and this solution was adopted rather than creating the signal in real-time. Indeed one
could think to generate a signal approximating the shapes of the GRFs.

For instance the contributions of the heel strike, (as well as the one of the toe), could
be approximated by means of a signal created by a rapid exponential function with
a certain maximum peak followed by a negative exponential function with a certain
decay time. Nevertheless it was not possible to create such signal in real time for two
reasons. First the synthesis engine needs to be controlled by a signal in the auditory
domain having a sample rate of 44100 Hz, but the data coming from both the systems
arrive with a frequency much lower, 1000 Hz. Therefore mapping the data coming from
the tracking devices to an auditory signal will result in a step function not usable for
the purposes of creating a proper GRF to control the synthesis engine. Secondly the
computational load to perform this operation added to the one of the algorithms for
the sound synthesis would be too high, with the consequent decrease of the system
performances mostly in terms of latency.

Hereinafter we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the two developed sys-
tems in terms of portability, easiness of setup, wearability, navigation, sensing capabil-
ities, sound quality, and integration in VR environments.

Portability. The MoCap based system is not portable as it requires to carry all the
components of the architecture discussed in section 3.2. Conversely the wireless shoe
system is easily portable.

Easiness of Setup. At hardware level, while the MoCap based system is not easy
to setup since it consists of many components, instead the wireless shoe system does
not show any difficulty in the set up process. Both the systems at software level require
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an initial phase in which global parameters and thresholds of the proposed techniques
have to be calibrated, but such calibration is however simple and quick.

Wearability. The MoCap based system allows users to wear their own footwear,
and in addition no wires linked to the user are involved. The only technology required
to be worn by the users consists of the four sets of markers which have to be attached
to the shoes by means scotch tape. However, they are very light and therefore their
presence is not noticeable, and in addition they do not constitute an obstacle for the
user walk. Conversely the wireless shoe system is not shoe-independent since the users
are required to wear the developed sandals. In addition walkers need to carry the box
containing the Arduino board which is attached at the trousers, but its presence is not
noticeable.

Navigation. In both the systems the user is free to navigate as no wires are involved.
However the walking area in the case of the MoCap based system is delimited by the
coverage angle of the infrared cameras, while the wireless shoes can be used in a wider
area, also outdoor.

Sensing Capabilities. As regards the MoCap based system the functioning of the
proposed technique is strictly dependent on the quality of the MoCap system utilized.
The requirements for the optimal real-time work of the proposed method are a low la-
tency and a good level of accuracy. The latency problem is the most relevant since the
delivery of the sound to the user must be perfectly synchronized with the movements of
his/her feet in order to result into a credible closed-loop interaction. For a realistic ren-
dering the latency should be at maximum 15 milliseconds, therefore the current latency
of 40 milliseconds is too much for the practical use of the proposed method. However
this limit could be lowered by improving the MoCap technology since the latency is due
in most part to it. Concerning the accuracy, a high precision MoCap system allows a
better tracking of the user gestures which have to be mapped to GRFs for the subsequent
generation of the sounds. In general, the overall computational load of this technique is
high but if it is divided into two computers, one for the data acquisition and the other
for the sound generation, it results acceptable.
As concerns the wireless shoes the total latency is acceptable for the rendering of a real-
istic interaction and the use of the accelerometers allows to achieve a mapping between
the feet movements and the dynamics in footstep sounds similar to the one obtainable
by using the microphones system described in [31].

Sound Quality. The sound quality of the system depends on the quality of the sound
synthesis algorithms, on the sensing capabilities of the tracking devices, as well as on
the audio delivery methods used. As concerns the quality of the synthesized sounds,
good results in recognition tasks have been obtained in our previous studies [32, 33].
In addition, an highly accurate MoCap system, as well as good FSRs and accelerom-
eters, allow to detect the footsteps dynamics with high precision therefore enhancing
the degree of realism of the interaction. Concerning the audio delivery method, both
headphones and loudspeakers can be used.

Integration in VR Environments. Both the system have been developed at soft-
ware level as extension to the Max/MSP platform, which can be easily combined with
several interfaces and different software packages. Both the system allow the simulta-
neous coexistence of interactively generated footsteps sounds and of soundscapes pro-
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vided by means of the surround sound system.
The architecture of the MoCap based system can be integrated with visual feedback us-
ing for example a head mounted display to simulate different multimodal environments.
However using the MoCap based system it is not possible to provide the haptic feed-
back by means of the haptic shoes developed in previous research [34] since such shoes
are not involved and their use will result in a non wireless and not shoe-independent
system.

It is possible to extend the wireless shoes system embedding some actuators in the
sandals in order to provide the haptic feedback. For this purpose another wireless device
receiving the haptic signals to must be also involved. Nevertheless, the latency for the
round-trip wireless communication would be much higher.

4 The AAU Research after the NIW Project

4.1 Multi Sensory Research on Rhythmic Walking

Due to the successful implementation of physical models into design of ecological feed-
back and interest in rhythmic walking interaction with auditory and haptic feedback,
we continued exploring these areas of research. We are specifically interested in the
influence of auditory and haptic ecological feedback and cues on rhythmic walking sta-
bility, perceived naturalness of feedback and synchronization ease with presented cues.
From our hitherto research emerged several effects, which are interesting in a context of
gait rehabilitation, exercise and entertainment. Until now we have been testing gravel
and wood sound as ecological feedback and a tone as a non-ecological sound. Results
show that when we ask people to walk in their preferred pace, they have the slowest
pace with gravel feedback, then wood and a tone motivates to the fastest walking [35].
To test this effect even further we added soundscape sounds which are congruent and
incongruent with the sounds of the footsteps. The preliminary analysis shows that feed-
back sounds can manipulate participants pace even more than footsteps sounds alone
[36]. When people are asked to synchronize with above-mentioned rhythmic sounds
their results are similar with a slight worse performance with gravel cues [7]. Even
though this feedback produces the highest synchronizing error it is perceived as the
one, which is the easiest to follow [35]. In the same study [35] we also investigated the
influence of feedback in the haptic modality, in rhythmic walking stimulation. We have
seen that haptic stimulation is not efficient in rhythmic cueing, bur it might help to im-
prove the naturalness of the walking experience (Fig. 5, 6). In order to understand these
results. we turn to neurological data in search of an explanation. The results of our pre-
liminary exploratory encephalographic (EEG) experiment suggest that synchronization
with non-ecological sounds requires more attention and in synchronization with eco-
logical sounds is involved a social component of synchronizing with another person.
Synchronizing with the pace, which is similar to the natural walking, also requires less
attention. The analysis of the EEG data is ongoing [37].

Many different ways of feedback delivery to the user were presented. We can see
that different types of auditory feedback can be crucial in all the aspects mentioned be-
fore. Many behavioral effects were observed while presenting feedback through men-
tioned applications. We believe that there is a need now to understand why feedback or
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Fig. 5. Experimental setup used in the studies following the NIW project. A microphone was
placed below a stepper to detect person’s steps. An actuator was located under the top layer of a
stepper [7].

HAPTUATOR

(HAPTIC FEEDBACK)

HEADPHONES
(AUDITORY FEEDBACK)

SYNTHESIS ENGINE

SHURE MICROPHONE

Fig. 6. A visualization of the setup used in the studies following the NIW project. It clarifies the
placement of the actuator. We can see that feedback was presented through headphones connected
to synthesis engine describe in the previous section via Fireface 800 sound card [35].

cues can manipulate our behavior. Deeper understanding is needed to gain basic knowl-
edge about the neural bases of altered behavior, which will help to build more efficient
and precise feedback systems and also to design feedback signal in a way they could be
the most efficient for specific need.
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4.2 Footstep Sounds and Virtual Body Awareness

An experiment was designed and conducted with the aim of investigating if and how
the user’s perception of the weight of a first person avatar could be manipulated by the
means of altering the auditory feedback. Inspired by the approach used by Li et al. [1],
using very basic audio filter configurations, a similar methodology was adopted. Instead
of using one floor type, two floors with different acoustic properties were used in the
experiment.

Experiment. In order to investigate whether it would be possible to manipulate a user’s
perception of how heavy their avatar could be by manipulating the audio feedback gen-
erated from interactive walking in place input, an experiment was set up involving an
immersive virtual reality setup with full body motion tracking and real-time audio feed-
back. The environment featured a neutral starting area with a green floor and two cor-
ridors equipped with different floor materials from which the walking sounds would be
evaluated; concrete tiles or wooden planks. The area with the green floor were used for
training and transitions. In the experiment, subjects were asked to perform six walks
(explained further under the experiment procedure sub-section) while orally giving es-
timates of the perceived weight of the virtual avatar, as well as rating the perceived
suitability of the sounds as sound effects for the ground types that they just walked
over. For each of the walks, the audio feedback from the interactive footsteps was ma-
nipulated with audio filters that came in three different configurations (A, B and C,
explained further in the audio implementation section). Thus, the six walks were di-
vided into three walks on concrete featuring filters A, B and C (one at a time), while
three walks were on the wooden floor, also featuring filters A, B and C. As a part of
the experiment the virtual avatar body was also available in two sizes (see Avatar and
movement controls). The hypothesis was formulated so that the filters would bias the
subjects into making different weight estimate depending on the filter type. It was also
expected that the filters that had lower center frequencies would be estimated as being
heavier.

Implementation. The virtual environment was implemented in Unity 3D11 while audio
feedback was implemented in Pure Data12. Network communication between the two
platforms were managed using UDP protocol.

Avatar and Movement Controls. The avatar used for the experiment consisted of a full
male body. The body was animated using inverse kinematics animation and data ac-
quired from a motion capture system. The avatar also had a walking in place ability that
allowed the subjects to generate forward translation from the user performing stepping
in place movements. The model of the avatar body was also available in two versions
where one (a copy of the original model) had been modified to have an upper body with
a larger body mass with thicker arms and a torso with a bigger belly and chest (see Fig.
7). A calibration procedure also allowed the avatar to be scaled to fit a subject’s own
height and length of limbs.
11http://www.unity3d.com
12http://puredata.info
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Fig. 7. The big and the small avatar bodies.

Audio Implementation. A skilled sound designer would probably utilize a combination
of DSP effects and editing techniques, when asked to make a certain footstep sequence
sound heavier or lighter. We have for the sake of this experiment chosen to resort to
only using one method for changing the sounds for the sake of experimental control.
The audio feedback was made up out of two sets of Foley recordings of footsteps, one
for the concrete surface sounds and one for the wooden surface sounds. The recordings
were made in an anechoic chamber using a Neumann u87ai microphone13 at a close dis-
tance and an RME Fireface 800 audio interface14. Each set contained seven variations
of steps on either a concrete tile or wooden planks (a wooden pallet). The playback
was triggered by the walking in place script in the Unity implementation and cues were
sent via UDP to the Pure Data patch that would play the sounds. The footstep sounds
were played back at a random order, including the avoiding of consecutive repetitions
of individual samples. Three different filters were applied to the recordings using the
Equalization plug-in in Audacity15 with the graphic EQ setting with the B-spline inter-
polation method selected. These filters were rendered into copies of the concrete and
wood sets of the Foley recordings, generating a total of 6x7 audio files. The filters were
set up in peak-shapes (similarly to Li et al. [1]), amplifying center frequencies of either
80Hz (hereafter labelled “filter”), 160Hz (labelled “filter B”), or 315Hz (labelled “fil-
ter C”) with +20 dB, as shown on the slider of the interface. The two adjacent sliders
were set to be amplifying their respective frequency areas with +10 dB (see Fig. 8).
According to the frequency response curve presented in the plug-in, the actual amplifi-
cation of the center frequency was lower than +20 dB and a bit more spread out (for an
overview of all three filters, see Fig. 9). Finally all of the audio files were normalized to
the same output level. The footstep sounds were then presented to the subjects through
headphones (see section Equipment and Facilities), at approximately 65 dB (measured
from the headphone using an AZ instruments AZ8922 digital sound level meter). Which
files would be played was determined by a ground surface detection script in Unity that
identifies the texture that the avatar is positioned above. The filters would be selected
manually using keyboard input.

13https://www.neumann.com
14http://www.rme-audio.de
15http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
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For the green areas in the virtual environment, a neutral type of footstep sound was
used consisting out of a short “blip” sound, a sinus tone following an exponential attack
and decay envelope (the ead∼ object in Pure Data) with a 5 ms attack and 40 ms decay.

Fig. 8. Filter settings for filter A.

Fig. 9. Overview of the filters.

Equipment and Facilities. The virtual environment, audio and motion tracking soft-
ware were running on one Windows 7 PC computer (Intel i7-4470K 3.5GHz CPU,
16 GB RAM and an Nvidia GTX 780 graphics card). The head mounted display was
a nVisor SX with a FOV of 60 degrees with a screen resolution 1280x1024 pixel
in each eye. The audio were delivered through an RME Fireface 800 with a pair of
Sennheiser HD570 headphones. The motion-tracking was done with a Naturalpoint op-
titrack motion-tracking system with 11 cameras of the model V100:R2 and with 10
3-point trackables attached on the subjects feet, knees, hip, elbows hands and on the
head mounted display.

Discussion. Changing the size of the avatar did not make the subjects provide signif-
icantly different evaluations in the weight estimates or suitability ratings. This could
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possibly have to do with the subject did not pay much attention to the appearance of
their virtual bodies, even though they were given an opportunity to see it during the
calibration process and the training session. It may also have to do with technical lim-
itations of the implementation and the hardware such as the head mounted display’s
rather narrow field of view.

In between the weight estimates of the filters, the results indicate a small effect that
at least partially supports the experimental hypothesis. The effect is not entirely consis-
tent, in that filter A for the concrete surface was given lighter estimates than filter B in
the big body group and in the combined groups analysis. Similarly for the wood surface
context, the estimates for filter B were not significantly different from filter A or C in
any variant of the analysis and in the big body group there were no significant differ-
ences among the estimates for any of the filters. Perhaps further investigations with a
greater number of filter configurations, including a greater variety of filter character-
istics, could give more detailed information regarding weight estimates in this kind of
context.

The suitability ratings were among the filters only significantly different in one case,
where in the combined groups filter A given a significantly higher rating than filter C.
This could be interpreted that filter C had a negative impact of the audio quality of
the footstep samples, as sound effects for the concrete tiles. This information could
be useful and should be taken into account for those who plan to use automated Foley
sounds in virtual reality applications. Interestingly, the suitability ratings for the wooden
floor were very similar for all the three filter settings, suggesting a higher tolerance
associated with this material for the type of manipulations used here, than the concrete
surface material.

There are also a couple of issues of technical nature since the implementation is still
at a prototype stage (and likely not representable of the capacity of some current or fu-
ture commercial systems) that could have had an impact on the subjects’ performances
during the experiment. The triggering of the footstep sounds were suffering from a la-
tency that was noticeable during fast walking and occasionally footstep sounds would
be triggered more than once per step. There were also an issue in that while the subjects
were walking in one of the directions, many times the footsteps would only trigger for
one of the two feet. When this happened, the subjects were asked to turn around and
walk in the opposite direction in order to get sounds from the steps from both feet and to
get the time they needed with a representative and working feedback. These limitations
could have made the virtual reality experience less believable and it would be interest-
ing to see if a system of higher quality would yield a different experience in terms of
weight estimates and suitability judgements.

Since the experiment used a walking in place-type of method for generating trans-
lation in the virtual environment and for triggering the audio feedback, the resulting
interaction cannot be considered entirely similar to real walking. This may of course
also have had an impact on the subjects’ experiences, but it was necessary to employ
this type of technique since the motion tracking area in the facilities was quite small.

The audio methods for manipulating the feedback could be more elaborate and ad-
vanced (as mentioned in the audio implementation section) and further investigations
should consider involving other approaches such as pitch shifting and layering of sev-
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eral sound effect components (also including creaking, cracking and crunching sounds
that may belong to the ground surface types).

4.3 Footsteps Sounds and Presentation Formats

When evaluating a sound design for virtual environment, the context where it is to be
implemented might have an influence on how it may be perceived. We performed an
experiment comparing three presentation formats (audio only, video with audio and an
interactive immersive VR format) and their influences on a sound design evaluation task
concerning footstep sounds. The evaluation involved estimating the perceived weight
of a virtual avatar seen from a first person perspective, as well as the suitability of the
sound effect relative to the context.

We investigated the possible influence of the presentation format, here as in immer-
sive VR and two less (technologically) immersive, seated and less interactive desktop
formats, on the evaluations of a footstep sound effect with a specific purpose. This pur-
pose is to provide auditory feedback for a walking in place interaction in VR and to
describe the avatar’s weight. Previously we have seen that the perceived weight of a VR
avatar [38], as well as of the actual user [39], might be manipulated by changing the
sonic feedback from the walking interactions.

Our aim is to support the process of sound design evaluations, by bringing under-
standing to what role the context of the presentation may have. As previous research
provide hints [40–50], that presentation formats may potentially bring about a slightly
different experience of the sound being evaluated. More information on this topic would
be important for sound designers when developing audio content for VR simulations
and for researchers doing experiments on audio feedback in the these contexts.

Experiment. As immersive VR is potentially able to influence subjective judgements
of audio quality, we here perform a study complementing a previous study conducted
in a full immersive virtual reality (IVR) setting (full body avatar, gesture controlled
locomotion and audio feedback) with two less immersive presentation formats. The
formats were:

– An immersive VR condition (VR), using a head mounted display (HMD), motion
tracking of feet, knees, hip, hands, arms and head with gesture controlled audio
feedback triggered by walking in place input (which is also used for locomotion)

– An audiovisual condition (Video), produced utilizing a motion capture and screen
recordings from the VR setup, presented in full screen mode on a laptop screen

– An audio only condition (Audio), using only the audio track from the above men-
tioned screen recording

The VR condition was also fully interactive, requiring the user to use their whole
body to control the avatar and navigate inside the environment, while the Video and
Audio conditions were passive with the subject sitting down at a desk. For each of the
walks, the audio feedback from the interactive footsteps were manipulated with audio
filters in three different peak shaped configurations with center frequencies at either 80
Hz (filter A), 160 Hz (filter B) or 315 Hz (filter C). The filters were all applied to both of
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the two floor materials. Using 9 point Likert scales, the subjects were asked to estimate
the weight of the avatar and the suitability of the footstep sounds as sound effects for
the two ground materials. Both a concrete and a wooden surface were evaluated by each
subjects, but in one presentation format only per subject.

Hypothesis:

– H1: The degree of immersiveness and interaction in the presentation formats will
have an influence on the participants ratings of the weight estimates

– H2: The degree of immersiveness and interaction in the presentation formats will
have an influence on the participants ratings of the suitability estimates

– H3: The same patterns observed in the VR presentation format in regards to weight
estimates will also be observed in the Audio and Video conditions

In the VR condition 26 subjects participated, while 19 subjects participated in each
of the two other conditions. In the VR condition the test population had a mean age of
25 (M = 25.36, SD = 5.2) and of which 7 were female. The test population of the Audio
and Video groups, consisted of University staff and students of which 10 were females,
had an average age of 29 years (M = 29.12, SD = 7.86). One of these reported a slight
hearing impairment, and one reported having tinnitus.

Implementation. The virtual environment was implemented using Unity3D16 while
the audio feedback was implemented using Pure Data17. For the Video condition, a
video player was implemented using vvvv18. Network communication between the dif-
ferent software platforms were managed using UDP protocol.

All software in the VR implementation were running in a Windows 7 PC computer
(Intel i7-4479K 3.5GHz CPU, 16 GB ram, with an Nvidia GTX780 graphics card). In
the Video and Audio conditions, all software were running on a Dell ProBook 6460b
laptop (Intel i5-2410M 2.3 GHz, 4 GB ram, with Intel HD Graphics 3000), also with
Windows 7.

The audio feedback implementation used for the VR condition in this experiment
was identical to the one presented in the previously described study (see 4.2 Footstep
Sounds and Virtual Body Awareness - implementation).

The video was captured using FRAPS with 60 FPS frame rate (although the frame
rate of the IVR implementation was not the same as this) and the same screen resolution
as used in the head mounted display (1280*1024 pixels per eye) but with one camera
(the right) deactivated (since stereoscopic presentation was not used in this experiment),
resulting in a resolution 1280*1024 pixels. The audio was captured at stereo 44.1 kHz,
1411 kbps. In order to make the video files smaller (the original size was over 6 Gb
per file) further compression was applied using VLC19, but same resolution with a data
rate of 6000 kbps at 30 frames/second and with the audio quality remaining the same as
in the original video capture. The interface used for the test was developed using Pure
16www.unity3d.com
17puredata.info
18vvvv.org
19www.videolan.org/vlc/
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Data and vvvv. The Pure Data patch contained the graphical user interface presented
on an external monitor (Lenovo L200pwD), the data logging functions and networking
components for communicating with the vvvv patch. The vvvv patch held the functions
necessary for streaming the video files from disk with audio and presenting on a 14
inch laptop monitor (Dell Probook 6460b) in fullscreen mode. The audio was presented
through a pair of Sennheiser HD570 headphones connected to an RME Fireface 800
audio interface at the same approximate 65 dB level as in the VR condition.

Experiment Procedure. The participants partaking in the VR condition were the same
as in the in the experiment described in section 4.2 Footstep Sounds and Virtual Body
Awareness.

For the Video and Audio conditions, the experiment procedure was shorter than
the VR condition. The participants were seated in by a desk in a quiet office space
and received written instructions and a graphical user interface consisting of buttons
(for triggering the stimuli) and sliders (for the likert scales). Once the participants had
read through the instructions they were allowed to begin the evaluations, listening and
watching (depending on the condition) to the pre-recorded walk as many times as they
needed and giving the weight and suitability ratings, before continuing on to the next.
The question had the same formulation as in the VR experiment. They were not allowed
to go back and change their ratings, or deviate from the presentation order which was
randomized before each session.

Discussion. The degree of support for our first hypothesis is not very strong. There
were three out of 18 comparisons with significant differences for both weight estimates
and suitability ratings. In concrete there were the three significant cases and for the
footsteps on the wooden material there were no differences at all between the differ-
ent presentation formats for weight estimates and the suitability ratings. Despite this,
the Audio condition rendered the most significant differences between the filters, as
if the effect of the different filters were more pronounced in that context. That might
seem obvious as the Audio only condition offers the least amount of distraction, but it
might also have been that the Video and the VR conditions were not distractive enough.
An action packed computer game presented in the VR condition might have yielded a
different result.

The suitability for two of the filters (b and c) were also given significantly higher
ratings in the VR condition than in Audio once (ConcB) and in Video twice (ConcB and
ConcC). This may hint that the VR presentation format may make users more tolerant
to poor sound effects.

As various interactive tasks may have different demands on the attentional resources
of the user. In order to learn more about how demanding the employed tasks are, some
kind of instrument should be applied, such as the NASA task load index (NASA-TLX)
[51] for measuring efforts required. This information could then be taken into account
when studying results from audio quality judgements provided by users of VR simu-
lations with varying levels of interaction complexity (such as wandering around and
exploring, performing simple tasks or complicated tasks that must be completed within
a limited amount of time).
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What we also can see from the analysis is that the effect of the audio filters follow
similar patterns in all presentation formats, with lighter estimates for higher center fre-
quencies. This is especially pronounced for the wood material and less prominent for
the concrete.

The results hint that a presentation format with only audio would yield a more pro-
nounced effect in a comparison of different sound designs than in a presentation ac-
companied by visual feedback or as in an immersive VR format. These findings are
somewhat coherent with previous research that suggests that tasks such as computer
games may change the user’s experience of a sound design or even reduce the user’s
ability to detect impairments in sound quality.

5 Conclusions

In this chapter we introduced several research directions related to walking, specifically
on simulating audio and haptic sensation of walking, simulating walking in virtual real-
ity and walking as a rhythmic activity. We presented ways of audio and haptic feedback
generation in a form of footsteps natural and unnatural sounds. It was shown how differ-
ent types of feedback can influence our behavior and perception. Our plans for the near
future is to broaden the explanation of how can we actually can manipulate these from
the neurological perspective to build more efficient, precise, and goal-directed feedback
systems.
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Abstract. Treating the supracondylar humerus fracture, a very common elbow’s
injury, can be very challenging for pediatric orthopedic surgeons. Actually, using
the pinning technique to treat it leads sometimes to many neurological and vas-
cular complications. Furthermore, the medical staff faces a serious danger when
performing such surgeries because of the recurrent exposure to harmful radiations
emitted by the fluoroscopic C-arm. Considering these issues, a national project
was launched to create a new robotic platform, baptized BROS, to automate the
supracondylar humerus fracture’s treatment and remedy the said issues.

1 Introduction

When treating bone injuries, orthopedic surgeons often need precision, both in bone
removal and in the placement of prosthetics, artificial devices that replace a missing
body part [1]. This is due to the fact that, contrarily to soft tissues, bone is actually rigid
and does not alter its shape once fully grown. Preoperative scans such as X-ray or CT
(Computed Tomography) are common and procedures are planned in advance. These
properties have made orthopedic surgery a privileged candidate for the implementation
of medical robots. Also, as most procedures are not life threatening, there has been less
skepticism over the implementation of these systems. Although most surgeons are sat-
isfied with the outcome of conventional techniques [2], pressure to improve efficiency,
implement less invasive procedures by reducing exposure of bony structures has en-
abled research into the area of Computer-Assisted Orthopedic Surgery (CAOS).

The supracondylar fracture of the humerus (or SCH) is one of the most common
injuries faced by pediatric orthopedic surgery. It accounts for 18% of all pediatric frac-
tures and 75% of all elbow fractures [7]. Occurring mainly during the first decade of
life, it is more common among boys [8]. Completely displaced fracture can be one of
the most difficult fractures to treat. The optimal aim of treatment is to obtain and main-
tain alignment of the fracture to allow full functional recovery of the elbow without
residual deformity. This could be achieved through a reduction and stabilization of the
fracture, which could be obtained using several approaches. But because of their best
results and outcomes, closed reduction and lateral percutaneous pinning has become the



standard of care for most displaced supracondylar fracture [9]. This surgical technique
requires an image intensifier and successive radioscopic images to control fracture re-
duction, and pin fixation. This technique fails in up to 25% of patients and some of them
need re-operation because of inadequate reduction or wrong positioning of wires [10].
Inadequate reduction and/or insufficient stabilization can produce cubitus varus defor-
mity, the most common complication. However, this ”blind” surgical technique may
also lead to neurovascular complications by pinning and damaging brachial artery or
nerves [12,13]. Another major inconvenient of the percutaneous pinning is the recurrent
medical staff exposure to radiations when using the fluoroscopic C-arm [14]. These X-
ray radiations are harmful, and fluoroscopic examinations usually involve higher radia-
tion doses than simple radiographs. In fact, radiation exposures for spine surgeons may
approach or exceed guidelines for cumulative exposure [15]. Another research showed
that the fluoroscopically assisted placement of pedicle screws in adolescent idiopathic
scoliosis, may expose surgeons to radiation levels that exceed established life-time dose
equivalent limits [16]. The study in [11] shows that this exposure is responsible for the
genesis of cancer, especially the thyroid one.

Considering these constraints and issues, a new national project, baptized BROS
(Browser-based Reconfigurable Orthopedic Surgery), has been launched in Tunisia to
remedy these problems. BROS is a multidisciplinary project reuniting the LISI Labora-
tory (INSAT), the Orthopedic Institute of Mohamed Kassab, ARDIA and eHTC. This
work is carried out within a MOBIDOC PhD thesis of the PASRI program, EU-funded
and administered by ANPR (Tunisia). BROS a new reconfigurable robotized platform
dedicated to the treatment of supracondylar humeral fractures. It is capable of running
under several operating modes to meet the surgeon’s requirements and well-defined
constraints. Thus, it can whether automatically perform the whole surgery or bequeath
some tasks to the surgeon.

This chapter is organized as follows: the next section introduces the classification
of supracondylar humeral fracture and its current treatment. The issues faced during
the latter are also highlighted. Section 3 presents the architecture of the national project
BROS and the reconfiguration modes under which it may run. We explain, then, how
BROS will treat a SCH. Finally, we finish this work in Section 4 by a conclusion and
an exposition of our future works.

2 Supracondylar Humerus Fracture

We present, in this section, the classification of supracondylar humeral fracture and how
it is currently treated.

2.1 Classification of Supracondylar Humeral Fracture

Many classifications of the supracondylar humeral fractures were established. They are
based on both the direction and the degree of displacement of the distal fragment [3].
The Lagrange classification system and the Gartland’s are the most widely used. The
first is the most widely used in the French literature. It divides these fractures into
four types on the basis of antero-posterior and lateral radiographs [4]. In the English
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literature, the second is the most commonly used: the Gartland’s classification is based
on the lateral radiograph and fractures are classified, as illustrated in Figure 1, according
to a simple three-type system (Table 1) [5]. We adopt this classification in this paper.

Table 1. Gartland’s classification of supracondylar fractures of the humerus.

Type Radiologic characteristics

I Undisplaced fractures
II Displaced fracture with intact posterior hinge
III Completely displaced fractures with no contact between the fragments

Fig. 1. Gartland’s classification of supracondylar fractures of the humerus.

2.2 Supracondylar Humeral Fracture Treatment

In this section, we expose the treatment which was performed on a true case of a pa-
tient presenting a supracondylar humeral fracture who came to the Children Hospital
of Béchir Hamza (Tunis). The patient who is a ten-year-old girl fell on her outstretched
right hand on November 12th 2013. After clinical examination and radiological diagno-
sis, the patient’s elbow was immobilized in a plaster splint and the patient was admitted
in the pediatric orthopedics department and operated on the same day. Radiographs
have showed a type III fracture according to Gartland’s classification as show in Figure
2.

We were invited by Dr. Mahmoud SMIDA (Professor Medical Doctor, Head of Pe-
diatric and Adolescent Orthopedics Department), our medical collaborator, to attend the
surgical intervention. Closed reduction of fracture and lateral percutaneous pinning was
performed under general anesthesia and fluoroscopic control. The injured elbow was,
then, placed under the fluoroscopic image intensifier (Figure 3). The fracture was re-
duced by external maneuvers: pulling gentle, longitudinal traction and correcting frontal
displacement, flexing the elbow and pushing anteriorly on the olecranon, hyperflexing
the elbow and confirming maintenance of coronal alignment. Reduction was controlled
by the image intensifier and a total of 9 radioscopic images were taken. The elbow
was immobilized once a satisfying reduction was achieved (Figure 4). As illustrated in
Figure 6, two lateral and parallel smooth pins were then percutaneously inserted from
the lateral condyle through the opposite cortical bone to stabilize the fracture. After the
placement of the two pins, the second pin had to be removed and reinserted since it did
not straightaway follow the right trajectory. In this step, 15 fluoroscopic images were
taken. After placement, the pins were bent over and cut off outside the skin. A long arm
cast was then applied at the elbow in approximately 90 ˚ of flexion.
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Fig. 2. The fracture’s radiographs. Fig. 3. The injured elbow installed under the flu-
oroscopic image intensifier.

Fig. 4. Elbow immobilization after obtaining
fracture reduction.

Fig. 5. Lateral percutaneous pinning.

During this total surgery, a total of 24 fluoroscopic images were taken, which in-
volves high doses of radiation to the medical staff, especially since such interventions
are performed 2 times per day on average.

3 Industrial National-European Project: BROS

We present in this section BROS’s architecture and reconfiguration modes. We expose,
thereafter, the constraints which have to be followed while implementing this robotized
platform.

3.1 Architecture of BROS

BROS is a robotic platform dedicated to humeral supracondylar fracture treatment. It is
able to reduce fractures, block the arm and fix the elbow bone’s fragments by pinning.
It also offers a navigation function to follow the pins’ progression into the fractured
elbow. BROS is, as shown in the class diagram hereafter, composed of a browser (BW),
a control unit (UC), a middleware (MW), a pinning robotic arm (P-BROS) and 2 block-
ing and reducing arms (B-BROS1 and B-BROS2). The said components are detailed
hereafter.
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Fig. 6. BROS’s class diagram.

Browser. The browser, which is a Medtronics’s product and called FluoroNav, is a
combination of specialized surgical hardware and image guidance software designed
for use with a StealthStation Treatment Guidance System. Together, these products en-
able a surgeon to track the position of a surgical instrument in the operating room and
continuously update this position within one or more still-frame fluoroscopic images
acquired from a C-Arm. The advantages of this virtual navigation over conventional
fluoroscopic navigation include: (i) the ability to navigate using multiple fluoroscopic
views simultaneously, (ii) the ability to remove the C-Arm from the operative field dur-
ing navigation, (iii) significant reduction in radiation exposure to the patient and staff.
In addition, the FluoroNav System allows the surgeon to: (i) simulate and measure
instrument progression or regression along a surgical trajectory, (ii) save instrument
trajectories, and display the angle between two saved trajectories or between a saved
trajectory and the current instrument trajectory, (iii) measure the distance between any
two points in the cameras field of view, (iv) measure the angle and distance between a
surgical instrument and a plane passing through the surgical field (such as the patient
midplane). Primary hardware components in the FluoroNav System include the Fluo-
roNav Software, a C-Arm Calibration Target, a reference frame, connection cables, and
specialized surgical instruments.

Control Unit. The CU ensures the smooth running of the surgery and its functional
safety. It asks the supracondylar fracture’s type to the middleware, and then computes,
according to it, the different coordinates necessary to specify the robotic arms’ behav-
iors concerning the fracture’s reduction, blocking the arm and performing pinning. The
surgeon monitors the intervention progress thanks to a dashboard installed on the CU.

Middleware. The middleware is a software installed on the browser and which acts
as a mediator between the CU and the BW. It is an intelligent component that provides
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several features of real-time monitoring and decision making. The middleware contains
several modules: (i) an image processing module, (ii) a controller, (iii) a communication
module with the CU.

Pinning Robotic Arm. The pinning robotic arm, P-BROS, inserts two parallel Kirschner
wires according to Judet technique [6] to fix the fractured elbow’s fragments. To insure
an optimal postoperative stability, BROS respects the formula:

S = B/D > 0.22 (1)

where S is the stability threshold, B the distance separating the two wires and D the
humeral palette’s width [17].

Blocking and Reducing Robotic Arms. B-BROS1 blocks the arm at the humerus to
prepare it to the fracture reduction. B-BROS2 performs then a closed reduction to the
fractured elbow before blocking it once the reduction is properly completed.

3.2 Reconfiguration Modes

Reconfiguration is an important feature of BROS. It is designed to be able to operate in
different modes. The surgeon can actually decide to manually perform a task if BROS
does not succeed to automatically perform it, whether it is facture reduction, blocking
the arm or pinning the elbow. Thus, five different operating modes are designed and de-
tailed hereafter: (i) Automatic Mode (AM): The whole surgery is performed by BROS.
The surgeon oversees the operation running, (ii) Semi-Automatic Mode (SAM): The
surgeon reduces the fracture. BROS performs the remaining tasks, (iii) Degraded Mode
for Pinning (DMP): BROS only realizes the pinning. It is to the surgeon to insure the
rest of the intervention, (iv) Degraded Mode for Blocking (DMB): BROS only blocks
the fractured limb. The remaining tasks are manually done by the surgeon, (v) Basic
Mode (BM): The whole intervention is manually performed. BROS provides naviga-
tion function using the middleware that checks in real time the smooth running of the
operation.

3.3 Constraints Definition

To treat a humeral supracondylar fracture using BROS, the following steps are per-
formed in the automatic mode:

i) the surgeon launches the system and chooses one of the five operating modes;
ii) CU asks MW about the fracture coordinates;

iii) MW requests an image from BW and the latter sends it;
iv) MW determines the different coordinates by image processing and sends them to

CU;
v) based on the received coordinates, CU orders B-BROS1 to block the arm at the

humerus;
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vi) B-BROS1 blocks the limb;
vii) CU asks B-BROS2 to reduce the fracture based on the latter’s line;

viii) B-BROS2 reduces the fracture;
ix) CU asks MW to ensure that the reduction was successful;
x) MW requests a new image from BW and checks the fracture reduction result. If it

is satisfactory, BROS moves to step xi. Steps from vii to ix are repeated otherwise;
xi) CU orders B-BROS2 to block the arm;

xii) under the request of UC, P-BROS performs the first and the second pinning;
xiii) once the pinning is successful, CU asks B-BROS1 and B-BROS2 to unblock the

limb.

4 Conclusion

The work presented in this chapter consists in introducing a new robotic platform ded-
icated to the treatment of supracondylar humerus fracture, and its contributions. BROS
is a flexible system since it may run under different operating modes to meet the surgeon
requirements and the environment constraints: it is reconfigurable. Recent works proved
the usefulness of this robotic platform to avoid complications that may be generated be-
cause of the blind pinning and prevent the danger posed by the recurrent exposition to
radiations [18, 19]. We can, now, certify that BROS is an innovating project which will
be of a great help to pediatric orthopedic surgeons. The next step is to proceed to the
real implementation of BROS using the ABB robotic arms.
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Abstract. Nowadays it is increasingly important, for social and economic rea-
sons, to provide augmented health assistance for people at home. This will 
mostly benefit some specific user groups, such as elderly, patients recovering 
from physical injury, or athletes. This chapter describes the application of ro-
botics, under the scope of the Augmented Human Assistance (AHA) project, for 
assisting people health. Two complementary and interacting approaches are de-
scribed. The first consists on a mobile robot nurse, that assists patients and el-
derly on their daily lives, such as for advising on medicine intake, or providing 
complementary biomedical sensing equipment for health monitoring. The other 
approach consists of multimodal feedback assistance through augmented reali-
ty, haptic sensing and audio, in order to guide and assist people on the execu-
tion of exercises at home. 

1 Introduction 

The world population is aging rapidly. There is an increasing need for health assis-
tance personnel, such as nurses and physiotherapeutic experts, in developed countries. 
On the other hand, there is a need to improve health care assistance to the population, 
and especially to elderly people.  

The World Health Organization estimates that sedentarism is the 4th main factor in 
worldwide mortality, and is associated with several diseases, such as breast and colon 
cancer, obesity, diabetes, and ischemic strokes. For instance, childhood obesity origi-
nates other health problems such as hypertension related to left ventricular hypertro-
phy, atherosclerosis and diastolic dysfunction. It is therefore important to identify 
children in risk, through continuous health monitoring (e.g. body temperature, blood 
pressure, electrocardiogram). Concerning elderly, estimates indicate that by 2030, 
~4% of the USA population will have experienced a stroke, with related costs ex-
pected to rise from $71.55 billion to $183.13 billion between 2012 and 2030. 

Hence, sedentarism is not only a social problem, but also economical, threatening 
the sustainability of current health systems. New technologies are required for ena-
bling treatment at home, reducing pressure for health care personnel at hospitals. 
Furthermore, automated systems at hospitals will enable significant cost reductions 
and improved efficiency. Information technology has also been playing an increasing 
role in the health care area throughout the years, aiding it to be more accurate, faster 
to respond, and less susceptible to human errors. There is therefore the need not only 
to develop technological solutions that promote active aging and prevent sedentary 
behaviors, but also to find new technologies for assisting a growing, aging population.  



In this context, the advances in information, robotic and assistive technologies 
have the potential to increase quality of life and change health care delivery models, 
reducing costs, and improving monitorization. The “AHA: Augmented Human Assis-
tance” project is a novel, integrative and cross-disciplinar approach combining inno-
vation and fundamental research in the areas of human computer interaction, robotics, 
serious games and physiological computing. AHA’s goal is to develop a new genera-
tion of ICT based solutions that have the potential to transform healthcare by optimiz-
ing resource allocation, reducing costs, improving diagnoses and enabling novel ther-
apies, thus increasing quality of life. The project proposes the development and de-
ployment of a novel Robotic Assistance Platform designed to support healthy life-
style, sustain active aging, and support those with motor deficits. 

The AHA project will develop a novel and modular set of ICT based solutions that 
in isolation or integrated as a Robotic Assistance Platform will address: 

- Physical (re)training: Building on the existing expertise on Augmented Reality 
(AR) and serious games, we propose to develop adaptive AR physical training 
tools that deliver online feedback on performance to prevent sedentarism, sup-
port active aging and provide personalized tools for function re-training in motor 
impaired patients. 

- Increasing self-awareness: Monitoring of user state by means of biosensors, 
computer vision systems and exercise performance data. User state will be as-
sessed in a transparent manner and data will be visualized through friendly user 
interfaces, and shared with patients, clinicians and/or relatives. 

- Augmented assistance: The above systems will be integrated on a mobile robotic 
platform with indoor navigation capabilities (in environments such as senior 
houses and hospitals) that will interact through a virtual coach system to assist 
patients, provide reminders on tasks, guide patients through exercises, and sup-
port them in daily routines. 

These technologies may be very useful in other scenarios, such as those of MOnarCH 
project (Multi-Robot Cognitive Systems Operating in Hospitals). This CE FP7 project 
is focused on introducing a fleet of social robots that will interact with sick children 
and collaborate with medical staff on the pediatric ward of a hospital, the Portuguese 
Oncology Institute of Lisbon (IPOL). 

1.1 The Need for Robots 

There are several scenarios in which robots and augmented reality are very useful in 
the two aforementioned environments corresponding to these two abovementioned 
projects.  

• Teaching, for robots to supporting human teachers by projecting augmented 
reality content on a wall or on objects. 

• Patient rehabilitation exercises support, by projecting augmented reality con-
tent during physiotherapeutic activities in which the patient receives in real-
time visual feedback and corrective postures 

• Information providers, such as projection of AR content informing people that 
a new activity is about to start, or calling then with visual signs, or even mov-
ing along with people to places where action is going to take place (e.g. using 
projected directional arrows), or informing someone to stop performing an 
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exercise. 
• People protection, such as projecting augmented reality content (for instance a 

stop sign) if a person moves into a forbidden zone or door, or performs a for-
bidden rehabilitation exercise or movement 

• People entertainment: robots can play games with children or elderly people, 
according to content projected into the floor. In another scenario, a patient re-
habilitation can involve game playing (serious games). 

Furthermore, robots can perform several supporting activities at home, such as:  
• support safe medicine delivery and intake. A robot may carry the medicine, 

and at the appropriate time, take it to the patient.  
• In addition, the robot may also carry on board medical equipment, such as 

thermometer, arterial pressure measurement device, or electrocardiogram 
(ECG) equipment, making it available to patients at home.  

1.2 Remote Health Assistance 

Ageing population has an enormous economic and social impact in a various areas, 
especially healthcare systems. Elderly people are more vulnerable to physical or men-
tal impairments, disabilities and chronic illnesses. Falls and problems with muscle 
bone can also limit the daily routines. Hence, such problems increase the potential 
need for assistance of elderly people.  

Patient health monitoring was traditionally done through periodical visits to the 
doctor in order to undergo on-site tests for blood pressure, pulse, temperature, or 
sugar level. The alternative is stationary monitoring, upon internship at a health care 
provider. Currently, patients have the possibility to take home sensors attached on a 
belt, usually for a specific time period, to collect biosignal data for that period. How-
ever, the patient still has to move to the health care provider to get the sensor, and 
afterwards, he/she has to return to remove the sensor and deliver the data. Nowadays, 
we are reaching seamless health monitoring by placing a mobile sensor on the patient, 
executing biosignal collection, and transmitting data through a wireless access tech-
nology interface to a storage facility for further medical analysis [1].  

On the other hand, medical assistance personnel play a very important role on pa-
tient recovery. In physical therapy, for instance, the therapist helps patients fighting 
their pain and recovering from injury. His role is fundamental on therapy planning. In 
addition, he not only demonstrates the correct execution procedure for the exercises, 
but he also makes sure afterwards the exercises are executed correctly. With this goal 
in mind, the therapist can intercede during the session and adapt the exercise schedule 
according to the patient’s feedback [2]. However, the patient might perform incorrect 
movements at home, without the therapist presence, to avoid pain [3]. Hence, there is 
a need to provide assistive solutions that do monitor remotely the patients’ execution 
of exercises, but also support, motivate and advise the patient to correctly perform the 
exercises. The former is accomplished through biosensors, augmented reality and 
haptic technology, that should monitor continuously the patient, transmitting wireless-
ly information concerning its health state and providing feedback. An interacting 
mobile robot should provide the patient motivation and guidance. 
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1.3 Chapter Structure 

This chapter will start by presenting a review of previous relevant literature for aug-
mented health assistance. Afterwards, section 3 overviews the Augmented Human 
Assistance project, namely its structure and challenges.  Section 4 addresses the de-
sign of robot assistants targeting the AHA project user groups, which will act as nurs-
es for elderly people and patients in recovery of physical injury. It will be also shown 
that robotics and augmented reality can provide further functionalities for providing 
visual or haptic feedback to users, as described on section 5. Finally, section 6 will 
draw the main conclusions, together with directions for future work. 

2 Background Review 

Various studies show evidence physically active elderly having lower rates of chronic 
conditions such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, cancer, hypertension and obesity 
[4]. There is the need, therefore, to develop solutions that promote healthy habits and 
prevent sedentarism. Since chronic patients experience loss of autonomy and low self-
esteem, it is also important to provide assistance to patients with age related chronic 
conditions. With these goals in mind, hereafter we overview previous research works 
and discuss the most relevant strategies. 

2.1 Service Robotics 

Research interest in service robotics for active aging and health care has grown in the 
last few decades with potential applications on healthy people, elderly, children or 
patients. Robotic devices in elderly care [5][6], rehabilitation [7], autism diagnosis 
and therapy [8] and weight loss applications [9] have been empirically demonstrated 
to be effective. Hence, robotics raised great expectations on the use of robots as per-
sonal assistants. On such robot is the Nursebot platform, able to interact residents, 
remind or accompany them of an appointment, as well as provide information of 
interest to that person [10].  

Intouch Health deployed their robot in a Neurology Intensive Care Unit. A study 
suggested improvement in critical care nursing team satisfaction [11]. The robot Paro 
in Japan (a robot resembling a baby seal, with expressive eyes) was reportedly able to 
improve the mood of elderly people, and simultaneously reduced stress not only to 
patients but also to their caregivers [12]. This has been demonstrated more recently to 
treat some cases of depression suffered by the survivors of the devastating earthquake 
and tsunami in the northeast coast of Japan in March of 2011. 

Several solutions employing devices exist to support self-administration of medi-
cine and manage personal medicine administration [13]. The Kompai robot has been 
tested for elderly assistance using a diary application for monitoring the medication 
and give information about daily events [11]. The autom robot is a weight-loss social 
robot [9] that asks questions concerning what a person ate, or how it exercised. It also 
provides personalized, helpful suggestions and feedback using facial expressions and 
a simple touchscreen interface. In Europe, the EMOTE (Robotic Tutors for Empathy 
based Learning) research project explores the usage of social robots for teaching chil-
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dren, using the NAO robot. This project has shown that the robot appearance, as well 
as its motion, and functionality, plays a very important role on engaging the attention 
of the learner [14]. Other authors incorporated the strict functional constraints im-
posed by complex environments (such as hospitals) and specific groups of users, into 
the robot design process [15]. 

2.2 Biomedical Signal Analysis and Human State Estimation 

Biomedical signal analysis is nowadays of greatest importance for data interpretation 
in medicine and biology, providing vital information about the condition and affec-
tive/emotional states of subjects. In patients with neuromuscular diseases, a constant 
monitoring of the patient’s condition is necessary [16]. Heart rate variability, respira-
tion, muscular and electrodermal activity signals are extremely important, since they 
indicate when a muscular crisis is occurring. 

Tracking devices are important to infer the human state, such as the posture and 
motion of the human body during an activity (such as playing a sport or a therapeutic 
exercise). Usually, several tracking points are used to represent human body joints 
(with respect to both both position and velocity). Cameras have been used to detect 
and estimate the pose of human subjects [17] and body parts [18], detect faces [19] 
and their expressions [20] and, at a close range, detect eye movement and gaze direc-
tion [19]. Hidden Markov Models have been successfully used in gait recognition 
[21].  

One approach consists of using anthropometric proportions of human limbs and the 
characteristics of gait, to achieve view-independent markerless gait analysis [22]. 
Microsoft’s Kinect is a markerless tracking device with an acceptable accuracy in 
comparison with other motion tracking alternatives [23][24]. It provides full skeleton 
tracking at low price. It is also easily portable, especially when compared to other 
solutions requiring special equipment (e.g. markers) on the human body. A large 
number of applications based on such sensors are addressing some of the difficulties 
in unsupervised rehabilitation [25][26]. For instance, Gama et al. [27] proposed a 
Kinect based rehabilitation system that tracks user position. The user sees himself on 
the screen with overlaying targets representing the desired position. Real-time feed-
back using visual messages is provided in case of incorrect postures. 

2.3 Rehabilitation Systems 

Various rehabilitation systems have been proposed to improve patient recovery. Many 
focus on specific injuries, e.g., stroke [25], or limbs rehabilitation [28][29]. Such 
systems may have an important impact on patient’s rehabilitation on an ambulatory 
scenario (e.g. at home). Enabling the patient to comfortably exercise at home im-
proves his motivation [25].  

A patient’s rehabilitation is affected by exercise repetition, expert feedback, and 
patient’s motivation [30]. The repetitive nature of rehabilitation exercises can quickly 
become boring for a patient [28][31], therefore, there is a need of turning these exer-
cises into something less tedious. Indeed, successful patient recovery depends on 
adherence to the scheduled planning [32]. 
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Repetitive exercises should be divided into several sub-goals, so the patient 
achieves incremental success through each repetition. This improves motivation com-
pared to the approach where success is only achieved after finishing the whole task 
[30]. Feedback can be given in two different ways, during the execution (concurrent 
feedback) and at the end of exercise execution (terminal feedback) [2]. Concurrent 
feedback is given in real-time for offering guidance or corrections in exercise execu-
tion. It allows the patient to have Knowledge of Performance (KP). Terminal feed-
back gives patients only Knowledge of Results (KR), since the patient receives feed-
back after fully executing the task [33][30]. Sigrist [2] suggests a temporal evolution 
along the recovery phases. It proposes to gradually reduce KP, giving more emphasis 
to KR, to stimulate patient’s autonomy.  

2.4 Motor Training on Rehabilitation 

The term exergaming is used for gaming approaches that motivate players to engage 
in physical activity. Previous research [34] showed evidence that commercial tools 
can produce physical, social, and cognitive benefits [35].  

Unfortunately, these current tools are not suited to elderly or motor (re)training. 
Motor rehabilitation, or motor re-learning, is an extensive and demanding process for 
a patient, requiring discipline. Moving injured body parts may produce discomfort  or 
even significant pain [36]. Physical therapy sessions may be performed several times 
both at a clinical and at home, or on either one of them. Later on, the patient might 
have to continue therapy exercises at home [37] to avoid suffering a setback on reha-
bilitation [25] (or to decrease recovery time). This requires patients to learn the ap-
propriate recovery exercises. Furthermore, these exercises should be executed correct-
ly, to prevent an aggravation of the injury [3].  

Repetition of specific movements is important for rehabilitation, whether at a clinic 
or at home [30]. However, this is one of the main causes of deteriorated rehabilitation 
at home, since patients tend to get bored and lose focus, due to the repetitive nature of 
the task [36]. A mobile robot nurse should play a very important role here in order to 
replace the therapist presence to guide and motivate the patient. 

2.5 Augmented Reality 

Augmented Reality (AR) is considered a promising technology in the rehabilitation 
field. Several studies presented evidence for the benefits of employing Augmented 
Reality (AR) techniques for supporting functional motor recovery [38], enabling ef-
fective motor training [39]. AR based approaches potentiate the combination of inter-
esting features such as training customization, extended multimodal feedback, quanti-
fiable therapy measures, extra motivation, among others [40]. 

Interactive AR applications have been proposed for different applications. Shader 
Lamps [41] is a seminal work on AR. Its purpose was to augment an existing blank 
model with computer-generated graphics to make the model exhibit realistic lighting, 
shadow and even animation effects, thus providing it with characteristics previously 
inexistent. Dynamic Shader Lamps [42] allows users to interactively change the gen-
erated graphics, and to digitally paint onto objects with a stylus. 
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There are various spatial augmented reality (SAR) projects with different applica-
tions. iLamp [43] supports SAR by casting the pre-distorted image of virtual objects 
from the projector, which can capture the 3D environment based on structured pat-
terns. An interactive SAR system is described in [44] with multiple depth cameras 
and a projector. The system detects the information of the surrounding environment 
along with the users motion through depth cameras, and displays images on the sur-
face objects in a planar, real world table for the user to interact with. Pixelflex [45] 
adopted an array of multiple projectors to make a huge screen space. Automatically 
self-configured projectors are able to create a huge projection area. 

A projection-based information display system was proposed in [46], which dis-
plays virtual images in a room with a series of sensors. The robot tracks the user 
viewpoint with the sensors, and then the robot can generate anamorphic (i.e., projec-
tion format in which a distorted image is stretched by an anamorphic projection lens 
to recreate the original aspect on the viewing screen), properly distorted images for 
users on flat- surfaces. WARP [47] allows designers to preview materials and finished 
products by projecting them onto rapid prototype models. The system uses a standard 
graphical interface, with a keyboard and mouse used for user interface. The projection 
is not restricted to a fixed area; all feedback is projected onto the tools. Surface Draw-
ing [48] allows a user to sculpt 3D shapes using their hands. Spray modeling [49] uses 
a mock-up of a physical airbrush to allow the user to sculpt 3D models by spraying 
matter into a base mesh. The system enhances physical tools by projecting status 
information onto them allowing the overload of a single tool with several functions. 

LightGuide [50] proposed projection mapping onto the user, using his body as a 
projection screen. Different type of real-time visual cues are projected onto the user’s 
hand to guide him for performing 3D movements. This way, the user is less suscepti-
ble to be distracted by external factors.  

3 The Augmented Human Assistance Project 

This section described the Augmented Human Assistance project. It is presented the 
project structure of partners, its focus areas, as well as the main challenges and ex-
pected impact. 

3.1 Project Partners 

A consortium of key partners, addressing a large scope of technology fields, forms the 
AHA project. IST-ID is the project coordinator. The Computer and Robot Vision Lab 
(Vislab) research group at IST/Institute of Systems and Robotics addresses research 
on Robotics, Computer Vision, and Cognitive Systems. The Carnegie Mellon Univer-
sity (CMU) team is part of the Quality of Life Technology Centre, at the Robotics 
Institute, working on Artificial Intelligence and Human Computer Interaction. The M-
ITI NeuroRehabLab at University of Madeira addresses Serious Games, Interactive 
Technology, and Rehabilitation. Two groups are specialized on biosignals data acqui-
sition and processing. The team at  FCT/UNL works on Signal Processing, Machine 
Learning, and Electrophysiology. And PLUX Biosignals, a company that creates 
innovative solutions for Sports, Healthcare and Research, by integrating biosignals 
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processing and miniaturized wireless sensor devices. YDreamsRobotics is another 
company specialized in robotics, mechatronics and the internet of things, which is 
addressing Augmented Reality, Robotics Design, and Haptic Feedback, for building a 
therapeutic robot and for providing patient feedback through actuation. Finally, the 
Interdisciplinary Centre for the Study of Human Performance (CIPER) at Faculdade 
de Motricidade Humana (FMH) is specialized in the main areas addressed by the 
project, namely Sports Science, Therapeutic exercises, and Human Function and Per-
formance. 

The project targets three main environments (clinical, sports, and home assistance), 
as described in the next subsection. Supporting external partners collaborate by 
providing solution requirements, on-going feedback, as well as facilities for empirical 
evaluation, as described in Table 1. 

Table 1. External partners and their focus areas on the project. 

Area External partners 

Rehabilitation HealthSouth of Sewickley 
Clinical Physiology Translational Unit, IMM 

Sports Associação da Madeira de Desporto Para Todos 
Via Activa Animação Turistica 

Elderly Comfort Keepers 
Public Administration Camara Municipal da Ponta do Sol 

3.2 Project Focus Areas 

The AHA project addresses three main target groups, as shown in Fig. 1. The Elderly 
People group, addressed both on a clinical setting as well as at home. The goal is to 
enable simultaneously sustainable care and active aging. New technologies are pro-
posed, such as medicine and medical equipment delivery by a mobile robot, and re-
mote assistance on therapeutic exercises using multimodal feedback and augmented 
reality. Remote assistance on therapeutic exercises is also proposed for a second tar-
get group, those with motor deficits. Serious games, emotional and haptic feedback, 
are among the technologies proposed to support patients on their recovery. Finally, 
the project addresses sports for supporting a healthy lifestyle. It aims to improve ath-
letes’ performance, and to facilitate their learning, training and performance evalua-
tion using new technologies. 

 
Fig. 1. User groups targeted by AHA: patients, athletes, and elderly people. 
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The three main target environments, namely clinical, sports facility, and home assis-
tance at a senior house, have different characteristics.  

The clinical environment is more accessible but it is often a more complex envi-
ronment. A virtual coach module is proposed to interact with the patient, guiding him 
throughout the exercises and providing positive and corrective feedback.  

Sports facility is characterized by large indoor open spaces where robot navigation 
is facilitated. The Robotic Assistance Platform will be able to identify an adequate 
surface for the projection of the Augmented Reality Training Games, and provide its 
users with the gaming training experience. Users will be able to challenge remote 
users to a competitive game, while playing the training games.  

At a senior house, the Robotic Assistance Platform will visit some of the residents 
at specific times. The robot reminds the elder about the pills he needs to take, and also 
asks him to take heart rate measurements with the on board sensors of the robot. Fur-
thermore, it will help the elder through his/ her gaming exercises, and it will provide a 
feedback summary on performance, making this information also remotely available 
to their clinicians. 

3.3 Innovations and Impact 

The AHA project proposes the development of novel robotics assistive platforms for 
health exercise program management. Several functionalities will be provided, such 
as user engagement, execution monitoring, and supporting therapists in patients’ re-
habilitation tasks. These functionalities will be developed considering the target user 
groups, with the aim to promote a healthy lifestyle, a sustainable active aging of the 
population, and supporting those with motor deficits. This should be accomplished 
using several interdisciplinary technologies, and combining these in innovative ways. 
For instance, it is proposed advanced “exergaming” and assistive technologies based 
on human-computer interaction, robotics, serious games, multimodal sensing, physio-
logical computing, among other fields. The goal is to employ technology to help to 
prevent sedentarism related diseases, to facilitate therapy of chronic conditions related 
to aging and rehabilitation of motor deficits. Therefore, the project will tackle users 
with special needs, focusing on elderly and patients with motor deficits, as well as on 
athletes. It will provide customization and personalized tools for increasing motiva-
tion and engagement, using augmented reality, online feedback, gamification, social 
networking, and interactive interfaces. It is also proposed a better measurement and 
monitoring of user condition through multi-modal sensing (biosensors, computer 
vision) and multi-modal feedback (haptic devices, sound feedback, augmented reali-
ty). Augmented assistance will be provided by a nurse mobile robotic platform, to-
gether with virtual coaching, for guiding patients in their exercises and daily routines. 
The project also proposes to support clinicians through personalized user profiles and 
advanced display of information. 

The project outcomes aim to impact significantly different entities:  
• Society: Reduce effects of sedentarism related diseases and aging conditions. 
• Elderly: Increase physical fitness, independence, autonomy, self-esteem. 
• Patients: Can exercise independently at home, adherence to schedule. 
• Clinicians: Follow patient progress remotely, customize therapies. 
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• Science & Technology: New algorithms and systems for eHealth technologies. 
• Education: Formation of highly skilled human resources in close cooperation 

with technology integrators and end-users. 
• Companies: Close to market technologies; large exploitation opportunities. 

3.4 WorkPlan 

AHA project work plan is shown in Fig. 2. It represents the platforms, the modules to 
be integrated on them, as well as the interactions among modules. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Project workplan according to the different workpackages. 

Human State Estimation (WP1) employs state of the art wearable technology and 
training, for the integration of vision based activity monitoring and emotion detection 
modules into a core technological and scientific component of the Robotic Assistant 
Platform - the human monitoring module. Augmented Reality Training (WP2) inte-
grates AR technology that will serve as the basis for the development of a set of novel 
serious games for physical training. Integration of Virtual Coaches (WP3) on a physi-
cal context is aimed for the improvement of the quality of life of those with special 
needs. It includes (see fig. 3) user interaction aspects of the system, as well as interac-
tions of the virtual coach and the human monitoring modules. Robotic Assistance 
Platform (WP4) consists of the sensing and software robot architecture. It includes 
integration of the monitoring, AR training, and virtual coach modules into the final 
Robotic Assistive Platform. User evaluation (WP5) will consist of the solution’s ex-
perimental validation with real data on a clinical context. 
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Fig. 3. Integration of interdisciplinary technologies on the AHA project. 

4 Robot Design for Human Augmented Assistance 

Recently, there is a trend for bringing robots into operations among people, helping 
people. Elderly people, athletes and patients constitute challenging groups for robot 
interaction. Addressing athletes’ needs is challenging due to their energy and high 
performance requirements. Elderly people and patients pose strong safety concerns. 
These challenges need to be tackled on the design process. This is essential for the 
robots to be able to operate safely, while interacting socially with people. 

Gonçalves and Arsenio [15] proposed a formal design process for building socially 
interacting robots within a group of children with special needs in a hospital environ-
ment. The design takes into consideration the input of the project partners. This is 
incorporated on the robot specifications during the development process. Robots de-
sign needs to account with several security factors. Under the scope of the AHA pro-
ject, we have been applying this process to the design of mobile robots targeting new 
user groups. This “nurse” mobile robot, although posing similar challenges as the 
ones described by Gonçalves and Arsenio [15], also adds new requirements. Elderly 
people, athletes and patients poses specific requirements that often differ from those 
for children in hospitals. Concerning security factors and human-robot interaction 
features (see Fig. 4): 

• Sick children often carry medical equipment carried, like wheeled structure to 
carry serum bags. This still applies to some groups of elderly people. It may also 
apply in less extent to patients on recovery from physical injury. 

• No sharp surfaces that may cause injury to children. Although a less stringent 
requirement for elderly people and patients, it is still an important issue. 

• Avoid geometries that may invite children to step up the vehicle or insert fingers 
on holes. This is not relevant for the group of users under consideration. 

• Emotional expressions and engagement behaviors. A nurse robot targeting adults 
should pose a professional stance, compared to a more character like concept for 
children. 

• Avoid inspiring fear and disgust: should instead induce comfort and trust, which 
applies for all user groups (except in specific niches, such as military)  

• An appealing aesthetics to children often has a different meaning than for an 
adult. 
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Fig. 4. Comparative analysis of security factors and human-robot interaction features, for ro-
bots to interact with children versus elderly people. 

4.1 Shell Development Process 

The shell development process is divided into several stages, and here briefly re-
sumed. It started by an analysis of the environment and the way elderly people, ath-
letes and patients should interact with the robots. At this stage we also performed 
research related to existing robots, and “soft” and “clean” materials prone to be used 
at clinical, hospital and sport facilities. With this information we concluded that 
rounded shapes, soft materials, and neutral, light colors should be used, together with 
active colors (red) on very small information symbols. 

Different options were analyzed taking into account aesthetic properties, emotional 
feelings provoked by the robot, its the actual expression, feasibility constraints and 
functionality inherent to the robot, so that it could perform the envisioned tasks. 

Afterwards, the material developed so far became the basis for the CAD model de-
velopment. The CAD model and photo-real imagery was also developed taking into 
account the different production methods available, the assembly procedure, the 
maintenance operations, the cost involved, and of course the aesthetics and functional 
requirements defined at the early stages. 

4.2 Operational Environment Analysis 

The shell development process started by performing an analysis of the environments 
where the robots will operate, including the deployment space, targeted groups of 
people, and tasks to be executed by the robot, in order to define a set of features tak-
ing references on other existing and relevant systems. 

The features to apply include rounded shapes and soft touch feeling materials, due 
to the danger of fall by elderly people or patients recovering from physical injury. 
This issue is also present in sport facilities due to high energy placed into activities. 
The robots were given a dynamic stance, although this requirement has much more 
relevance on sport facilities than on the senior houses or hospital/clinical environ-
ments. 

The features to avoid include mechanical type shapes, which are more aggressive, 
and not appealing for the target user groups. Exposed components, salient from the 
robot body, are potentially dangerous and should be avoided as well. Robots outfit 

 Consider medical equipment carried out by elderly 

 Avoiding sharp features that may cause harm for elderly 

 step up the vehicle or insert fingers on holes.  

 special handles on the robots for guiding elderly people, 
helping them moving around.  

• Human-robot Interactions 

 emotional expressions 

 inspiring comfort and trust 

 playful aspects.  

• The aesthetics must now be appealing to elderly people, 
taking references on a professional therapeutic or a butler. 
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should inspire users for interacting with them. 

4.3 Ergonomics and Human Factors 

Lets now consider the ergonomics and user factors, since problems can arise from bad 
positioning and dimensioning of the robot components. 

According to Fig. 5, we opted for: i) a non-threatening overall stance; ii) no arms; 
iii) touch screen for better conveying user feedback, as well as to provide a simpler 
user interface for elderly people. 

 

Fig. 5. Mobile robot platform – the nurse. 

Similarly to the Monarch robots (see Fig. 6), these should have a modern and cool 
appearance. And since they operate in a hospital setting, there is a preference for 
lighter colors (such as white color, common in hospitals), since it is easier to identify 
dirty surfaces on robot and to clean them. Contrary to the Monarch robots, there is no 
multifunctional face on the nurse robots. 

 

  
Fig. 6. Mobile robot platform for children at hospitals, developed under the Monarch project 
[15]. In contrast to the professional look and feel for the nurse robot, the monarch robots are 
character-like, but not resembling any particular known artificial character. 

5 Assistance Robotics for Augmented Health 

Novel approaches have taken Augmented Reality (AR) beyond traditional body-worn 
or hand-held displays, pushing such capabilities into mobile robots [51]. Spatial 
Augmented Reality (SAR) uses digital projectors to render virtual objects onto 3D 
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objects located in the robot’s navigation environment. When mounting digital projec-
tors on robots, this collaboration paves the way for unique Human-Robot Interactions 
(HRI) that otherwise would not be possible. This is especially useful for supporting 
patients performing recovery exercises, or for providing additional information to 
elderly people (e.g. time for medicine intake). 

5.1 Augmented Reality for Robotic Assistants 

 
Fig. 7. Architecture of the proposed solution. The line in dash represents the connection to the 
mobile robot localization system. 

The architecture for SAR enabled robots is represented in Fig. 7. It is comprised of six 
main categories: 

• The hardware includes a projector, a camera, and a Kinect depth camera for hu-
man-robot interactions;  

• The Kinect SDK interface, which allows direct access to Kinects RGB and depth 
sensors. One of Kinects’ key features we used was skeleton tracking;  

• Unity wrapper, which enables the use of Kinect SDK internal functions within 
Unity;  

• A Windows Presentation Foundation application (WPF) was developed in order 
to simulate positional information retrieved from a robot localization system;  

• Unity, the game engine on top of which the main applications were developed; 
• The camera-projector calibration application, which makes use of ProCamCalib, 

developed on Matlab. 

A collection of modules (given by a series of scripts in Unity) were designed to per-
form specific tasks: 

• Homography matrix update: updates the matrix associated with each projection 
scene and apply that transformation in OpenGL’s vertex pipeline; 

• Tracking: Controlling each projection surface position in the virtual scene; 
• Intrinsic Setting: Alters Unity’s default projection matrix so that the values ob-

tained from the projection calibration process can be properly applied; 
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• Update Unity’s camera position: based on localization (position/pose)  
information provided by an exterior application (on the robot or elsewhere); 

• Save and load: of projection surface positional data from an XML file; 
• Human-Robot Virtual Interface (HRVI): Updates the game logic of an  

interactive AR game based on input received from Kinect’s skeleton tracking  
information. 

 
Fig. 8. Human interactions. One or two humans are tracked simultaneously using Kinect’s 
skeleton tracking (step 1). The corresponding joint, for each player, controls the respective 
virtual object (step 2). Camera 2 renders the texture containing the view of the camera (step 3) 
that is then applied to one of the projection surfaces and updated in runtime (step 4). The final 
step can now take place: project onto one real world surface (step 5). 

      
Fig. 9. Augmented reality on Wheels – Content is projected onto multiple surfaces in order to 
help user perform actions, or to play games with users (such as the Air Hockey game, as shown 
in the right image). 
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The goal is to project augmented reality content according to objects physics, or other 
entities. As such, we introduce the human interactions feedback in order to adapt the 
augmented reality content, and to achieve virtual-real objects integrated behavior, as 
represented in Fig. 8.  

Hence, the application integrates augmented reality information, with projection 
distortion compensation, and human gestures recognition to enable interactions be-
tween people and undistorted augmented reality content. Virtual content is projected 
onto the real world where humans interact with such content through movements (see 
Fig. 9), as detected by Microsoft Kinect’s skeleton tracking feature. 

5.2 Haptic Feedback 

The AHA project is also investigating the usage of robotic elements, behind the nurse 
mobile robot. Besides biosignal sensors on the human body (see Fig. 10a), actuators 
are being investigated to provide real-time feedback concerning movements to be 
executes, or corrections to imperfections on the execution of the exercises. Such actu-
ators include an elastic sleeve (see Fig. 10b), enabled with a sensor to measure joint 
rotation and an array of motors to provide haptic feedback. 

Currently two sensors have been tested: a Flex Sensor (see Fig. 11), a flexible strip 
that senses rotation, as well inertial sensor based on gyroscope and accelerometer. 
Other devices are planned to be tested, such as mobile phone gadgets (like Pebble), 
that are able to generate controlled vibrations. 

 

 
a)      b) 

Fig. 10. a)Biosignal sensing devices, to acquire data concerning biological variables on the human 
body; b)Elastic sleeve prototype with a SensorFlex and two vibration motors for haptic feedback. 

 
Fig. 11. Prototype schematics and testing, using a Flex sensor and two motors. 
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6 Conclusions and Discussion 

This chapter presented some of the robotics technologies being developed for Aug-
mented Health Assistance, under the scope of the AHA project.  

It has been shown that one of the problems with remote rehabilitation is the correct 
execution of recovery exercises by the patient. Furthermore, due to the repetitive 
nature of such movements, there is consequently a motivation problem for keeping 
the patient engaged with the exercise program. The first issue can be addressed by the 
usage of augmented reality and haptic feedback for providing corrective feedback to 
the patient. The later issue can be addressed employing nurse robots. These replace 
the role of the human therapeutic on providing advice and motivation. The nurse 
robot also plays a very important role on supporting elderly people on their daily 
activities. For instance, these robots can take medicine to elderly at intake times, or 
make available medical equipment. 

The AHA project proposed to develop new algorithms, and virtual as well as robot-
ic systems for eHealth technologies. It expects to have a significant impact on the 
health and sport sectors, by employing interdisciplinary technologies at the service of 
elderly, athletes and patients with physical injury (both at home or on a clini-
cal/hospital environment). Innovative approaches will bring benefits to society, by 
reducing negative effects of sedentarism, such as related diseases and aging condi-
tions. It proposes as well to improve the quality of life of elderly people. Besides 
developing a mobile robot acting as a companion nurse to elderly (reducing the prob-
lem of elderly isolation and loneliness), it also aims to increase elderly physical fit-
ness, independence from human nurses and family, and consequently improving their 
autonomy and self-esteem.  

Concerning patients in recovery of physical injuries, the AHA project proposes to 
improve these patients quality of life. This is acomplished by enabling them to per-
form independently exercises at home, while receiving corrective feedback and moti-
vational incentive to adhere to scheduled exercises. 

The project promotes however to keep clinicians in the loop (even remotely) to fol-
low patient progress. The clinician is also able to customize patients therapies, as well 
as to provide of-line, or real-time, corrections to therapies or exercise execution. 

The combination of a large set of interdisciplinary technologies is expected to ena-
ble a new level of health assistance to different user groups, improving their quality of 
life and reducing government economic burden. 
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Abstract. The main idea behind the MINERVA project is the recognition that
for the first time, through breakthroughs in photonic technology, it is possible to
open the mid-IR electromagnetic spectrum (3-12 µm) for rapid medical imag-
ing. In particular this could greatly improve the chances of early cancer diagno-
sis. MINERVA will exploit and develop the advances in soft glass optical fibres,
acousto-optic (AO) modulator design, crystal growth, fibre lasers, supercontin-
uum sources and detectors in the mid-IR. Two specific high impact applications
will be addressed: high volume pathology screening (i.e. automated microscope-
based examination of routine patient samples) and human skin surface examina-
tion (i.e. non-invasive investigation of suspected skin cancer). In an Integrating
Project of this scale it is possible to pursue several targets in parallel, each of
which alone brings significant benefits. Together they could begin a new branch
of the bio-medical imaging industry.



1 Introduction

MINERVA is a project funded by the European Commission through its Seventh Frame-
work Programme (FP7) [1]. It brings together thirteen partners from across Europe with
the common objective of developing mid-infrared (mid-IR) technology to improve the
early diagnosis of cancer (Fig. 1).

Mid-IR radiation is an exciting new area for real-time molecular-sensing with ap-
plications in different areas: medicine and healthcare (e.g. early cancer detection: the
MINERVA application space), environment and energy (e.g. monitoring exhaust gases),
security (e.g. detection of narcotics or explosives, food security), chemical and indus-
trial manufacturing (e.g. process control and quality assurance).

The MINERVA mid-IR range (1.5 to 12 µm) is rich in spectroscopic absorption
peaks of biomolecules such as fats, proteins and carbohydrates. In particular it has been
shown that, through the latest data analysis techniques, this spectral region can be used
to identify the presence of early cancer. Currently there is a lack of practical sources
and components for this spectral region, and so these mid-IR diagnostic techniques are
restricted to laboratory demonstrations.

MINERVA aims to develop fibre, lasers and broadband sources, components, mod-
ulators and detectors to access this important part of the spectrum. In parallel it will
identify analytical techniques using the new photonic hardware to improve early skin
cancer diagnosis and the rapid and automatic assessment of biopsy samples using a
microscope.

Fig. 1. Logos of the thirteen partners of MINERVA’s consortium.

1.1 mid-IR Spectroscopy: A New Tool for Pathologists
The spectral region studied in MINERVA (1.5-12 µm) includes the so-called “finger-
print region” in which many biomolecules have tell-tale absorption peaks. By studying
the pattern of absorbed radiation it is possible to deduce details of the type and dis-
tribution of these molecules, which in turn provides important information for disease
diagnosis.

It is emphasised that this process is not as straightforward as simply spotting certain
chemicals, or “cancer markers”. The information is buried in the inter-related distri-
bution of species and subtle biochemical changes. It requires a powerful mathematical
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technique known as multi-variate analysis to extract useful information from the reams
of spectral data in order to spot the warning signs of cancer.

One form of multi-variate analysis is correlation mapping, which enables the visu-
alisation of diseased cells or regions from spectral data (Fig. 2). MINERVA combines
novel mid-IR spectroscopy with correlation mapping and hopes to lead to a break-
through diagnostic technology.
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Mid-IR spectroscopy: a new tool for pathologists
The spectral region studied in MINERVA (1.5-12 μm) includes the so-called “fingerprint
region” in which many biomolecules have tell-tale absorption peaks. By studying the pattern
of absorbed radiation it is possible to deduce details of the type and distribution of these
molecules, which in turn provides important information for disease diagnosis.

It is emphasised that this process is not as straightforward as simply spotting certain
chemicals, or “cancer markers.” The information is buried in the inter-related distribution of
species and subtle biochemical changes. It requires a powerful mathematical technique
known as multi-variate analysis to extract useful information from the reams of spectral data
in order to spot the warning signs of cancer.

One form of multi-variate analysis is correlation mapping, which enables the visualisation of
diseased cells or regions from spectral data. MINERVA combines novel mid-IR spectroscopy
with correlation mapping and hopes to lead to a breakthrough diagnostic technology.

MINERVA will develop a suite of mid-IR photonic hardware to improve access to this
information. Working in the mid-IR is extremely challenging, and MINERVA will need to break
new ground in several technical areas:

• The project coordinator (G&H) will develop mid-IR components such as fused combiners
(glass devices used to combine or separate signals into different optical fibres), and
acousto-optic modulators (to switch the signals and separate wavelengths at high speed).

• These AO devices will need new types and sizes of calomel crystals from BBT.
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• Mid-IR glass fibre to carry the radiation efficiently and conveniently
is being produced at University of Nottingham.

• Novel pump lasers at 2.9 μm and 4.5 μm from LISA Laser will be
used by DTU and NKT to generate a range of supercontinuum
sources in ZBLAN, indium fluoride and chalcogenide glasses,
spanning the MINERVA range from 1.5 μm to 12 μm.

• Xenics and IRnova are advancing the state-of-the-art in Type II
superlattice detectors, which offer a cost effective route to highly
efficient detection in the mid-IR.

• University of Exeter and Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Trust will
develop the multivariate algorithms and techniques for high volume
screening of human samples.

• WWU Muenster will develop a skin cancer diagnostic process.

• UPVLC (Valencia) is working on the user interface and visualisation.

• The project is managed and administrated by Vivid Components.

Fig. 2. Correlation mapping enables the visualisation of diseased cells or regions from spectra.

MINERVA will develop a suite of mid-IR photonic hardware to improve access to
this information. Working in the mid-IR is extremely challenging, and MINERVA will
need to break new ground in several technical areas:

– Gooch & Housego (G&H), the project coordinator, will develop mid-IR compo-
nents such as fused combiners (glass devices used to combine or separate signals
into different optical fibres), and acousto-optic (AO) modulators (to switch the sig-
nals and separate wavelengths at high speed).

– These AO devices will need new types and sizes of calomel crystals from BBT-
Materials Processing SRO (BBT).

– Mid-IR glass fibre to carry the radiation efficiently and conveniently is being pro-
duced at University of Nottingham (NOTT).

– Novel pump lasers at 2.9 µm and 4.5 µm from LISA Laser Products OHG (LISA)
will be used by the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) and NKT Photonics A/S
(NKT) to generate a range of supercontinuum sources in ZBLAN, indium fluoride
and chalcogenide glasses, spanning the MINERVA range from 1.5 µm to 12 µm.

– Xenics and IRnova are advancing the state-of-the-art in Type II superlattice detec-
tors, which offer a cost effective route to highly efficient detection in the mid-IR.

– University of Exeter and Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Trust (GHNT) will de-
velop the multivariate algorithms and techniques for high volume screening of hu-
man samples.

– Westfaelische Wilhelms-Universitaet Muenster (WWU) will develop a skin cancer
diagnostic process.

– Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV) is working on novel algorithms for the
analysis of histopathological images and the recognition and classification of hiper-
spectral data of cancer samples.

– The project is managed and administrated by Vivid Components.

In the next sections it will be presented an overview of the expectancies of the
project and the main preliminary advances reached by the different groups.
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2 Mercurous Halides: Unique Acousto-Optic Materials for IR
from BBT

BBT is a world leader in the growth and processing of Mercurous Chloride (Hg2Cl2,
Calomel) single crystals with excellent AO properties and is thus in favourable posi-
tion to address this question. Calomel single crystals (Fig. 3.a) exhibit a wide range of
optical transmission, high indices of refraction, extremely high value of acousto-optic
figure of merit M2, very low velocity of shear acoustic wave, high value of birefrin-
gence (four times higher than Calcite), etc. The Calomel crystals are well adapted to
fabricate acousto-optic devices operating in the mid and far IR (3 to 20 µm).

At the beginning of the MINERVA project the production technology enabled the
growth of calomel crystal boules with a diameter of 26 to 29 mm (Fig. 3.b) and length
of 45 to 60 mm (typically 55 mm). Within the MINERVA project the new technology
is being developed enabling the growth of cylindrical crystal boules with a diameter up
to 35 mm, which is necessary for the further manufacturing of acousto-optical tuneable
filters of new design proposed by G&H.

The Calomel crystal growth process is highly demanding, difficult and complex, es-
pecially in case of bigger 35mm boules. The growing process is powered by a dynamic
temperature field and corresponding axial and radial temperature gradients. The whole
process has to be carefully maintained within narrow physical condition limits. All the
equipment and accessories have to be newly developed by BBT and adjusted to the spe-
cific conditions for growing of the 36mm diameter crystals including the temperature
controllers. These controllers are equipped with brand new cultivation programs with
respect to the bigger material mass. A total of six crystallizers will be built within the
project. Currently, four units are operational and tested (Fig. 3.c).

Fig. 3. (a) Polished Calomel AOTF substrate. (b) Growing Calomel crystal, diameter 28mm. (c)
Two cultivation crystallizer units with Calomel crystals.
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3 Er:ZBLAN Fibre Laser at 2.9 µm from University of
Nottingham and LISA

The partners NOTT and LISA will develop a 2.9 µm laser based on Er-doped ZBLAN
fibres diode-pumped at 976 nm. This fibre laser will be used as pump source for ultra-
long wavelength supercontinuum generation (3-9 µm). The first step is the develop-
ment of a fibre laser in an external cavity configuration. For that purpose a simulation
model based on the rate equation and signal propagation equations is implemented by
the NOTT group (Fig. 4). Different parameters will be studied, e.g. absorption cross-
sections, emission cross-sections, and gain cross-sections, to predict the optimum laser
performance.
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Er:ZBLAN fibre laser at 2.9 µm 
The partners LISA Laser Products OHG (LISA) and Dr.
Slawomir Sujecki‘s team at the University of Nottingham
(NOTT) will develop a 2.9 µm laser based on Er-doped

For more info contact Dr. Samir Lamrini
SLamrini@lisalaser.de

Above: Set-up of the Er:ZBLAN fibre for
absorption studies. The green
fluorescence results from up-conversion
processes.

Above: Set-up of the Er:ZBLAN fibre in an external
cavity configuration pumped with high-power fibre-
coupled diodes. First experiments showed a good
agreement with the simulations carried out at
Nottingham.

Right: Modelling scheme of the
Er:ZBLAN fibre laser with an external
cavity configuration. For the exact
prediction both the 2.9 µm and the
1.6 µm laser signal were analysed in
forward and backward propagation.

ZBLAN fibres diode-pumped at 976 nm. This fibre laser will be used as pump source for ultra-
long wavelength supercontinuum generation (3-9 µm). The first step is the development of a
fibre laser in an external cavity configuration. For that purpose a simulation model based on the
rate equation and signal propagation equations is implemented by the NOTT group (see sketch
above). Different parameters will be studied, e.g. absorption cross-sections, emission cross-
sections, and gain cross-sections, to predict the optimum laser performance.

In parallel, LISA will carry out experiments for the handling (stripping, cleaving, splicing) of the
soft glass fibre and target both high-power and high-energy laser operation with different
resonator configurations. Coated focussing and collimating optics have to be designed and
manufactured for the laser studies. After the evaluation of the first tests in CW operation LISA‘s
scientists and engineers will design a compact and robust cooled housing for the 2.9 µm laser.
Regarding high-energy operation special acousto-optic modulators (AOM) based on TeO2 will
be designed and built by G&H and delivered to LISA.

Fig. 4. Modelling scheme of the Er:ZBLAN fibre laser with an external cavity configuration. For
the exact prediction both the 2.9 µm and the 1.6 µm laser signal were analysed in forward and
backward propagation.

In parallel, LISA will carry out experiments for the handling (stripping, cleaving,
splicing) of the soft glass fibre and target both high-power and high-energy laser oper-
ation with different resonator configurations (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. (a) Set-up of the Er:ZBLAN fibre for absorption studies. The green fluorescence results
from up-conversion processes. (b) Set-up of the Er:ZBLAN fibre in an external cavity configura-
tion pumped with high-power fibre-coupled diodes. First experiments showed a good agreement
with the simulations carried out at Nottingham.

Coated focussing and collimating optics have to be designed and manufactured for
the laser studies. After the evaluation of the first tests in CW operation LISA’s scientists
and engineers will design a compact and robust cooled housing for the 2.9 µm laser.
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Regarding high-energy operation special acousto-optic modulators (AOM) based on
TeO2 will be designed and built by G&H and delivered to LISA.

Further information about MINERVA’s fibre laser can be found in [2–10].

4 Extreme IR Supercontinuum Modelling at DTU

DTUs team has the task of fibre modelling in MINERVA in close collaboration with
the fibre manufacturing group at NOTT. The DTU group also models dynamic super-
continuum generation along the fibres using both measured material data and calculated
fibre properties. This advanced modelling requires extensive computational resources
in order to accurately follow the rapid spectral broadening, which covers over four oc-
taves (from 1 µm to 16 µm); made possible by the strong non-linearity of chalcogenide
glasses and the extremely high numerical aperture (NA) of the Nottingham fibres. Fig-
ure 6 shows two graphics with some results of the numerical modeling of mid-IR su-
percontinuum generation. Thorough analysis of the modelling has been presented in
[11–13].

Fig. 6. (a) Zero dispersion wavelengths versus core diameter for step-index fibres (based on fibres
fabricated at the University of Nottingham) with NA as given in the legend. (b) Modelling shows
that a fibre with core diameter 10 µm and NA = 1.0 exhibiting no second zero dispersion is
optimum. Super-continuum generation beyond 12 µm is observed numerically.

5 MINERVA Supercontinuum Sources from NKT

It has been mentioned that the mid-IR region contains a wealth of spectral data which
can yield important information on the chemical composition of samples from gases
and liquids to living cells. However, the investigation of this topic has been limited by
the available photonic sources. Researchers had to choose between a very low intensity
broadband source such as a “globar” thermal source, or a high intensity but narrowband
source, such as a laser diode.

NKT Photonics is dedicated to providing flexible sources of high intensity light in
an easy to use format (Fig. 7.a). It has already established commercial supercontin-
uum systems which can deliver any wavelength from 400 to 2000 nm on demand. It
has recently launched the EXTEND-UV accessory which can extend the wavelength
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coverage to cover the 270-400 nm UV region. The company would now like to push
the limits of supercontinuum sources at longer wavelengths, reaching into the mid-IR
region.

In MINERVA NKT is developing zirconium fluoride (ZrF4) glass fibre supercon-
tinuum sources to cover the 1.5-4.5 µm spectrum. Subsequently it will investigate even
longer wavelengths by utilising newly developed indium fluoride (InF3) fibres to extend
the spectrum beyond the transmission band of ZrF4 glasses.

These sources could detect changes in cells by monitoring absorption in the 2.6-
3.8 µm region which relates to the balance between lipids and proteins (Fig. 8.a). The
increase in wavelength from 4.5 µm up to >5 µm would make it possible to interrogate
additional important gas absorption lines such as carbon monoxide.

Fig. 7. (a) Schematic of a typical NKT supercontinuum source. (b) Graph showing absorption
spectra of some key bio-molecules in the lower end of the “fingerprint region”.

In the first 2 years of the MINERVA project NKT has already developed several
supercontinuum sources with output power of up to 2.5 W. These sources are more
than a million times brighter than most thermal light sources and even brighter than a
Synchrotron. We have shown the limits of zirconium-fluoride based systems by setting a
new record for the longest wavelength supercontinuum generated at 4.75 µm. However,
the chemometric specialists in MINERVA found that the main region of interest was the
2.5-3.8 µm region so we have also shown how the main power in the output spectrum
can be shifted down to the main region of interest by altering the design of the nonlinear
fiber. These first Supercontinuum sources are already at work in the development of the
MINERVA-lite microscopy setup which will soon be applied to bio sample imaging.

Meanwhile NKT is pushing onward in the development of the mid-IR supercon-
tinuum sources. The initial sources were based on rather long pulse nanosecond pump
lasers with relatively low pulse repetition frequencies. This made the sources incompat-
ible with most of the Fourier transform spectrometers (FTIRs) that many researchers
use in the mid-IR region. In addition, the low repetition rate made it time consuming to
counter any noise in the source by averaging over many pulses. NKT is therefore now
developing sources based on much shorter pump pulses and with higher repetition rate
in order to reduce noise and make the sources compatible with standard FTIRs.

As these mid-IR supercontinuum sources become available and known in the field,
the MINERVA consortium expects the emergence of new markets. For example, an
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important spectroscopic application in the petrochemical industry is to monitor single
wavelengths in the 3-3.5 µm band in order to optimise the refining processes. Monitor-
ing the whole spectrum simultaneously would allow a full real-time chemical analysis
of the output chemicals.

Some relevant references concerning the supercontinuum sources within the MIN-
ERVA framework have been already published [14–24]

6 MINERVA type-II Superlattice IR Detectors from IRnova

Type-II superlattice (T2SL) is a material/technology that can be used for high quality
cooled photon detectors, with tailorable bandgap from 2 µm and upwards. The name
comes from the fact that the conduction and valence bands display a so-called “bro-
ken type-II” (sometimes also called “type-IIb” or even “type-III”) alignment between
the constituent materials, which can be InAs/GaSb/AlSb, or alloys thereof (Fig. 8.a).
In contrast to typical quantum well devices, e.g. the active regions of semiconductor
lasers, the superlattice layers in the T2SL material are so thin (typically 3 nm) that
mini-bands are formed in the material. These mini-bands resemble the conduction and
valence bands of a bulk semiconductor material. By carefully selecting the superlat-
tice layer thicknesses and compositions, novel materials can be defined to meet widely
different needs.
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IR detection using type-II superlattice photodiodes  
T2SL (Type II SuperLattice) or sometimes also called SLS (Strained Layer Superlattice) is a material / technology 
that can be used to make high quality cooled infrared photon detectors with a cut-off wavelength ranging from 2 µm 
to 30 µm. This covers the SWIR, MWIR, LWIR and VLWIR wavelength bands, loosely defined as 2-3 µm, 3-5 µm, 
8-12 µm and >12 µm, respectively. 

A superlattice is a system made of a repeating sequence of thin layers of different materials. If the layer thicknesses 
are small enough in a quantum mechanical sense, minibands are formed in the material. The result is an artificial 
material with properties that can be engineered; in the detector case the bandgap energy corresponding to the desired 
cut-off wavelength. When two semiconductors are brought in contact, there are several ways the valance and 
conduction bands can align. If both the valence and the conduction band edge of the second material are above the 
band edges of the first material, it is called a broken type II band alignment. 
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Figure 1 Band alignment of InAs GaSb and the forming of minibands. 

The III/V compound materials InAs and GaSb form such a band alignment (see Figure 1). As can be seen in Figure 2, 
InAs has a lattice mismatch of less than 1% on GaSb. Starting with GaSb substrates alternating layers of InAs and 
GaSb with atomic layer precision can be deposited using MBE (Molecular Beam Epitaxy). By interface engineering 
(create an interface layer of InSb) or using more complicated superlattices like GaxIn1-xSb/InAs, thick strain 
compensated structures with high crystal quality can be grown. If doping in the form of trace amounts of Be, Te or Si 
is incorporated, photovoltaic p-i-n structures that can be used to detect IR radiation of the desired wavelength are 
formed. 

 

Fig. 8. (a) Schematic of T2SL band-gap structure. (b) Detector/Dewar/cooler assembly for T2SL
from IRnova.

Compared with a traditional bulk material for the 3-5 µm range, such as InSb, T2SL
requires less cooling and thus draws less power, which allows for longer cooler lifetime
and consequently lower life-cycle cost. For the 8-12 µm range, the traditional alloy bulk
material HgCdTe (or “MCT”) is difficult to fabricate with high yield, partly due to the
extreme sensitivity of the bandgap to composition (particularly the HgTe:CdTe alloy
ratio). Here T2SL materials have distinct advantages in fabrication.

Focal plane arrays comprising hundreds of thousands of T2SL detector pixels are
flip-chip bonded to a CMOS read-out-circuit and then mounted on a ceramic carrier,
which in turn is glued to a cold finger in a vacuum Dewar housing, complete with an IR
window. The cold finger is cooled to detector operating temperature by a Stirling rotary
cooler. IRnovas detector-Dewar-cooler assembly for T2SL can be seen in Fig. 8.b.

IRnova has recently worked on improving the quantum efficiency (QE) of the de-
tection by applying anti-reflective coatings to the detector surface. By this method, the
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QE was increased from approximately 50% to 80% in the wavelength region of interest.
This improves the signal-to-noise ratio and allows a reduced integration time for each
image frame.

Apart from MINERVA applications, IRnova plans to use T2SL technology for gas
detection of key greenhouse gases with absorption lines in the atmospheric transmission
bands, such as methane and perhaps also sulphur hexafluoride (SF6).

More information about the superlatice IR detectors can be found in [25]

7 Infrared Megapixel Camera Development at Xenics and IRnova

The sensing unit for MINERVA is being developed in a joint effort between Xenics and
IRnova. From the start of the project Xenics has been working on the design of a Read-
Out IC (ROIC), to be integrated through flip-chip technology with the T2SL (Type-2
Super Lattice) photodiode material, which is being developed by IRnova.

Fig. 9. (a) Global and zoomed view of the designed ROIC, currently in manufacturing. (b) Mi-
croscopic view of manufactured array of T2SL photo diodes.

To provide sufficient resolution for reliable data analysis, a 1280×1024 pixel array
was chosen, on an aggressive pitch of 12 µm. Project requirements including frame
rate, sensitivity and noise level were taken into account in the design process. After
extensive simulations and test sample manufacturing, the final design was taped out to
a manufacturing foundry (Fig. 9.a). The use of advanced 0.18 µm CMOS technology
is required to allow all necessary functionality within the available space of 144 µm2

per pixel. The first wafers are currently available for post-processing to be followed by
wafer-level verification of the electrical functionality.

In parallel, IRnova has been working on the optimisation of the design and pro-
cessing of the T2SL material, towards cut-off wavelength matching and dark current
minimisation (Fig. 9.b). Once the ROIC chips become available later this year, they
will be hybridized to the sensor chip, and IRnova will integrate the resulting hybrid in
a Sterling-cooled Dewar. The so-called engine will in its turn be integrated into a full
camera by Xenics, to be supplied to the other MINERVA project partners to be used for
capturing spectroscopic images of prepared tissue samples and live cell phantoms.
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8 Pattern Recognition and Data Analysis at GHNT

The first task of GHNT was to provide supporting evidence for the MINERVA instru-
ment specifications. This was achieved by analysing an existing dataset and applying
pattern recognition techniques to discriminate between benign and cancerous samples
from human colon tissue biopsies (Fig. 10). Sensitivity and specificity of up 86-99%
can be achieved with the existing dataset. Using this study as a baseline GHNT was
able to assess the impact of various factors that will affect the quality and speed of the
MINERVA instrument.

Fig. 10. Partial Least Squares (PLS) scores plot showing the separation between benign and can-
cer samples in baseline study.

Reducing the number of data points per spectrum is one way to potentially speed
up the system; measuring fewer wavenumbers means a faster total acquisition time.
Multivariate pattern recognition algorithms were used to identify potential wavenum-
ber targets for the MINERVA instrument. Figure 11 shows the wavenumber regions
identified as ‘important’ for the baseline study.

Fig. 11. VIP identified wavenumber targets for the MINERVA system (red). Reference spectrum
(blue).
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A minimum acquisition time per spectrum means that the MINERVA instrument
will be able to rapidly assess samples in a clinical timeframe. However, reducing acqui-
sition time also increases the amount of noise. To determine what level of noise can be
tolerated by the pattern recognition algorithms GHNT simulated the addition of noise to
the baseline study until it was no longer able to discriminate between pathology groups.
This allowed a minimum target signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to be determined for the
MINERVA instrument whilst maintaining an acceptable ability to discriminate between
pathology types.

9 High Resolution mid-IR Imaging at University of Exeter

One of the main objectives of Exeters group within the MINERVA project is large scale
pathology screening using mid-infrared (mid-IR) spectroscopy. Currently FTIR spectral
histopathology, which has the potential to develop as a cancer diagnostic tool, is carried
out using a heated silicon carbide rod (“Globar”) as the mid-IR light source and focal
plane array (FPA) based detectors. This technology is limited by the low flux of the
light source and the limited tissue area that can be measured in a given amount of time.

The novel technologies being developed in the MINERVA project; consisting of
mid-IR super-continuum light source (instead of a “Globar”) and new generation mega-
pixel (FPA) detectors (instead of a 128×128 pixel FPA), will be tested on pathological
samples at the University of Exeter.

Currently the base instrument, a commercially available Agilent FTIR imaging sys-
tem, in addition to the conventional Globar source coupled to FPA based imaging, has
been retro-fitted with a new high-resolution imaging capability. The FTIR images ac-
quired using this set-up provided a five-fold improvement in image resolution from 5.5
µm2 of the current technology to 1.1 µm2 using the high magnification optics (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. FTIR based K-means cluster images obtained using conventional and high-resolution
imaging compared with the histological image. Histological features based on the bio-molecular
composition are partitioned in the cluster images. In the high-resolution imaging, tissue and cel-
lular features are more apparent.

Future work in MINERVA will combine these novel technologies for large scale
pathology screening, and also high-resolution imaging in tissue regions of interest, with
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the aim to develop faster and accurate cancer diagnostic tools. Initially this will integrate
with a 4.5 µm NKT MINERVA source, and later in the project it will be extended to
very long mid-IR wavelengths: possibly out beyond 10 µm.

10 Development of Standardised Samples for mid-IR
Spectrometer Instruments Testing at WWU

A key task of WWU is to transfer the MINERVA technologies to skin diagnostics and to
use mid-IR spectroscopy for the fast screening of human body surfaces and identifica-
tion of patho-physiologically altered cells and tissue lesions. This requires standardised
cell and tissue sample standards with marker spectra for technology performance test-
ing of the novel optical components and systems and for training of novel approaches
for advanced data analysis.

The work of WWU in the first MINERVA project period thus focused on the estab-
lishment of standard samples with representative spectral information of human skin
and skin cancer cells. WWU has established cell culture models which represent major
cellular skin constituents and skin cancer cell types. Furthermore, sample preparation
procedures on mid-IR compatible substrates have been developed that allow long-term
storage of cell lines without significant losses in the quality of the spectral properties.

In order to identify suitable marker spectra of human skin, sample sets with different
preparations and cell types were analysed with mid-IR spectroscopy in collaborative
work with GHNT to retrieve reference data for technology performance testing and
for the evaluation novel algorithms for sample analysis and classification developed
by UPV. The principle component analysis (PCA) of mid-IR spectra from different
cell types shows an excellent distinct grouping of skin components as fibroblasts and
keratinocytes and cancer cells.
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Fig. 13. Principle component analysis (PCA) of mid-IR spectral data from fibroblasts (NIH-3T3),
keratinocytes (HaCaT) and skin cancer cells (A-375, SK-MEL-28) illustrates the differentiation
between different cell types.
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Figure 13 illustrates the analysis and differentiation of different cell types (cancer/
non-cancer) that have been prepared at WWU for the example of results PCA of mid-IR
spectral data from fibroblasts (NIH-3T3), keratinocytes (HaCaT), and skin cancer cells
(A-375, SK-MEL-28). Based on these results, current and future activities at WWU in
MINERVA focus on the development of novel mid-IR standards models for skin cancer
detection that are based on 3D human skin equivalents in vitro. Further information
about the standardization of the cell samples was presented in [26].

11 First Steps with MINERVA Image Processing at UPV

The first objectives of the image and signal processing group at UPV are focused on
segmentation and registration of different kinds of images (Fig. 14): infra-red spectral
images (IR), white light (WL), and those most used by clinicians at present, the haema-
toxylin and eosin (H&E) stained images. The latter is the current “gold standard” used
to distinguish between a healthy or pathological patient sample.

Fig. 14. (a) Infra-red (IR) image. (b) White light (WL) image. (c) Haematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
image.

The objective within MINERVA is to automatically segment regions of interest
(healthy and pathological) in the H&E images and look for their features in the in-
frared spectrum. To achieve this goal the H&E image must be registered with the WL
image (which is already registered with the infrared volume). So, the work is focused
on two interactive steps: registration and segmentation.

Registration allows the matching of elements that clinicians considered important
in the H&E images with the spectral images. A successful registration task would allow
users to learn, and later identify, the areas from which diseased and healthy cells and
patients can be distinguished (Fig. 15.a).

Segmentation concerns the accurate extraction of the cell contours (Fig. 15.b). This
would reduce the huge amount of data to be analysed looking for subtle biochemical
changes (“cancer markers”). Once the contours have been identified, the regions must be
classified as healthy or cancerous depending on subtle features including shape, texture
and clustering. This is an extremely difficult task, but the use of the spectral information
in the mid-IR should eventually aid clinicians to improve on the current gold standard.

More details about the work on image processing in MINERVA project was pre-
sented in [27, 28].
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Fig. 15. (a) Projective registration test. (b) Segmentation sample test.

12 MINERVA Lite

A prototype MINERVA system that operates in the 2-4.5 µm wavelength band has been
assembled so that the individual parts being developed by partners in the project can
be evaluated together. The final MINERVA system will operate at even longer wave-
lengths. The key components in the integrated system are: NKT supercontinuum source,
G&H acousto-optic tunable filter, Xenics IR camera, commercial microscope and IR
optics and control electronics.

Fig. 16. (a) Photo of part of the “MINERVA Lite” laboratory set-up. (b) 0.3 Mpixel images at 49
wavelengths which can be used to form an (x, y, λ) image cube in 0.6 s.

The breadboard system is shown on Fig. 16.a. This system can take 0.3 megapixel
images with 20 µm spatial resolution at a rate of 85 frames per second. Each image is
taken at a different wavelength so that a set of 49 spectral images can be built up in
0.6 s (Fig. 16.b). These images can form an (x, y, λ) “image cube”. Each pixel records
a spectrum and this has enabled MINERVA researchers to identify a polymer film in
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the sample image. This important preliminary result will be extended in MINERVA to
identify spectra from cancerous cells in tissue samples and in real time on live patients.

More related work in MINERVA project has been published in [29–31]. In addition,
the research done in MINERVA has been mention and reviewed in [32, 33].
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Abstract. In this project we address the problem of modelling and solving con-
straint based problems permeated with data uncertainty, due to imprecise mea-
surements or incomplete knowledge. It is commonly specified as bounded in-
terval parameters in a constraint problem. For tractability reasons, existing ap-
proaches assume independence of the data, also called parameters. This assump-
tion is safe as no solutions are lost, but can lead to large solution spaces, and a
loss of the problem structure. In this paper we present two approaches we have
investigated in the El MUNDO project, to handle data parameter dependencies
effectively. The first one is generic whereas the second one focuses on a specific
problem structure. The first approach combines two complementary paradigms,
namely constraint programming and regression analysis, and identifies the rela-
tionships between potential solutions and parameter variations. The second ap-
proach identifies the context of matrix models and shows how dependency con-
straints over the data columns of such matrices can be modeled and handled very
efficiently. Illustrations of both approaches and their benefits are shown.

1 Introduction

Data uncertainty due to imprecise measurements or incomplete knowledge is ubiquitous
in many real world applications, such as network design, renewable energy economics,
and production planning (e.g. [16, 22]). Formalisms such as linear programming, con-
straint programming or regression analysis have been extended and successfully used
to tackle certain forms of data uncertainty. Constraint Programming (CP), is a pow-
erful paradigm used to solve decision and optimization problems in areas as diverse
as planning, scheduling, routing. The CP paradigm models a decision problem using
constraints to express the relations between variables, and propagates any information
gained from a constraint onto other constraints. When data imprecision is present, forms
of uncertainty modeling have been embedded into constraint models using bounded in-
tervals to represent such imprecise parameters, which take the form of coefficients in a
given constraint relation. The solution sought can be the most robust one, that holds un-
der the largest set of possible data realizations, or a solution set containing all solutions
under any possible realization of the data. In such problems, uncertain data dependen-
cies can exist, such as an upper bound on the sum of uncertain production rates per
machine,or the sum of traffic distribution ratios from a router over several links. To our
knowledge, existing approaches assume independence of the data when tackling real



world problems essentially to maintain computational tractability. This assumption is
safe in the sense that no potential solution to the uncertain problem is removed. How-
ever, the set of solutions produced can be very large even if no solution actually holds
once the data dependencies are checked. The actual structure of the problem is lost.
Thus accounting for possible data dependencies cannot be overlooked.

Fig. 1. Sigcomm4 network topology and mean values for link traffic.

Traditional models either omit any routing uncertainty for tractability reasons, and
consider solely the shortest path routing or embed the uncertain parameters but with
no dependency relationships. Values for the flow variables are derived by computing
bounded intervals, which are safe enclosing of all possible solutions. Such intervals
enclose the solution set without relating to the various instances of the parameters. For
instance, the traffic between A and C can also pass through the link A → B. Thus
the flow constraint on this link also contains 0.3..0.7 ∗ FAC . However, the parameter
constraint stating that the sum of the coefficients of the traffic FAC in both constraints
should be equal to 1 should also be present. Assuming independence of the parameters
for tractability reasons, leads to safe computations, but at the potential cost of a very
large solution set, even if no solution actually holds. No only is the problem structure
lost, but there is not insight as to how the potential solutions evolve given instances of
the data.

The question remains as to how to embed this information in a constraint model that
would remain tractable. To our knowledge this issue has not been addressed. This is the
purpose of our work.

In this paper we present two approaches to account for data dependency constraints
in decision problems. We aim to more closely model the actual problem structure, refine
the solutions produced, and add accuracy to the decision making process. The first one
uses regression analysis to identify the relationship among various instances of the un-
certain data parameters and potential solutions. Regression analysis is one of the most
widely used statistical techniques to model and represent the relationship among vari-
ables. Recently, models derived from fuzzy regression have been defined to represent
incomplete and imprecise measurements in a contextual manner, using intervals [6].
Such models apply to problems in finance or complex systems analysis in engineering
whereby a relationship between crisp or fuzzy measurements is sought.

The basic idea behind our approach is a methodological process. First we extract
the parameter constraints from the model, solve them to obtain tuple solutions over the
parameters, and run simulations on the constraint models using the parameter tuples
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as data instances that embed the dependencies. In the example above this would imply
for the two constraints given, that if one parameter takes the value 0.3, the other one
would take the value 0.7. A set of constraint models can thus be generated and solved
efficiently, matching a tuple of consistent parameters to a potential solution. Finally, we
run a regression analysis between the parameter tuples and the solutions produced to
determine the regression function, i.e. see how potential solutions relate to parameter
variations. This multidisciplinary approach is generic and provides valuable insights
to the decision maker. However, while applying it to different problems we identified a
certain problem structure that could be tackled without the need for the use of constraint
problem set.

The second approach was then designed. We identified the context of matrix mod-
els, and showed how constraints over uncertain data can be handled efficiently in this
context making powerful use of mathematical programming modeling techniques. For
instance in a production planning problem, the rows denote the products to be manu-
factured and the columns the machines available. A data constraint such as an upper
bound on the sum of uncertain production rates per machine, applies to each column of
the matrix. Matrix models are of high practical relevance in many combinatorial opti-
mization problems where the uncertain data corresponds to coefficients of the decision
variables. Clearly, the overall problem does not need to be itself a matrix model. With
the imprecise data specifying cells of an input matrix, the data constraints correspond
to restrictions over the data in each column of the matrix. In this context, we observe
that there is a dynamic relationship between the constraints over uncertain data and the
decisions variables that quantify the usage of such data. Uncertain data are not meant
to be pruned and instantiated by the decision maker. However, decision variables are
meant to be instantiated, and the solver controls their possible values. This leads us to
define a notion of relative consistency of uncertain data constraints, in relationship with
the decision variables involved, in order to reason with such constraints. For instance,
if an uncertain input does not satisfy a dependency constraint, this does not imply that
the problem has no solution! It tells us that the associated decision variable should be
0, to reflect the fact that the given machine cannot produce this input.

The main contributions of our work lies in identifying and developing two multi-
disciplinary means to study the efficient handling of uncertain data constraints. Both
approaches are novel towards the efficient handling of uncertain data constraints in
combinatorial problems. We illustrate the benefits and impacts of both approaches re-
spectively on a network flow and a production planning problem with data constraints.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work. Section
3 describes the combination of constraint reasoning and regression analysis. Section
4 describes the concept of matrix models to handle data dependency constraints. A
conclusion is finally given in Section 5.

2 Background and Related Work

The fields of regression analysis and constraint programming are both well established
in computer science. While we identified both fields as complementary, there has been
little attempt to integrate them together to the best of our knowledge. The reason is, we
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believe, that technology experts tackle the challenges in each research area separately.
However, each field has today reached a level of maturity shown by the dissemination in
academic and industrial works, and their integration would bring new research insights
and a novel angle in tackling real-world optimization problems with measurement un-
certainty. There has been some research in Constraint Programming (CP) to account for
data uncertainty, and similarly there has been some research in regression modeling to
use optimization techniques.

CP is a paradigm within Artificial Intelligence that proved effective and successful
to model and solve difficult combinatorial search and optimization problems from plan-
ning and resource management domains [19]. Basically it models a given problem as a
Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP), which means: a set of variables, the unknowns
for which we seek a value (e.g. how much to order of a given product), the range of
values allowed for each variable (e.g. the product-order variable ranges between 0 and
200), and a set of constraints which define restrictions over the variables (e.g. the prod-
uct order must be greater than 50 units). Constraint solving techniques have been pri-
marily drawn from Artificial Intelligence (constraint propagation and search), and more
recently Operations Research (graph algorithms, Linear Programming). A solution to a
constraint model is a complete consistent assignment of a value to each decision vari-
able.

In the past 15 years, the growing success of constraint programming technology
to tackle real-world combinatorial search problems, has also raised the question of its
limitations to reason with and about uncertain data, due to incomplete or imprecise mea-
surements, (e.g. energy trading, oil platform supply, scheduling). Since then the generic
CSP formalism has been extended to account for forms of uncertainty: e.g. numeri-
cal, mixed, quantified, fuzzy, uncertain CSP and CDF-interval CSPs [7]. The fuzzy and
mixed CSP [11] coined the concept of parameters, as uncontrollable variables, mean-
ing they can take a set of values, but their domain is not meant to be reduced to one
value during problem solving (unlike decision variables). Constraints over parameters,
or uncontrollable variables, can be expressed and thus some form of data dependency
modeled. However, there is a strong focus on discrete data, and the consistency tech-
niques used are not always effective to tackle large scale or optimization problems. The
general QCSP formalism introduces universal quantifiers where the domain of a uni-
versally quantified variable (UQV) is not meant to be pruned, and its actual value is
unknown a priori. There has been work on QCSP with continuous domains, using one
or more UQV and dedicated algorithms [2, 5, 18]. Discrete QCSP algorithms cannot
be used to reason about uncertain data since they apply a preprocessing step enforced
by the solver QCSPsolve [12], which essentially determines whether constraints of
the form ∀X,∀Y,C(X,Y ), and ∃Z,∀Y,C(Z, Y ), are either always true or false for all
values of a UQV. This is a too strong statement, that does not reflect the fact that the
data will be refined later on and might satisfy the constraint.

Example 1. Consider the following constraint over UQV:

∀X ∈ {1, 2, 3},∀Y ∈ {0, 1, 2}, X ≥ Y

Using QCSPsolve and its peers, this constraint would always be false since the
possible parameter instance (X = 1, Y = 2) does not hold. However all the other
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tuples do. This represents one scenario among 9 for the data realization and thus is very
unlikely to occur if they are of equal opportunity. A bounds consistency approach is
preferable as the values that can never hold would determine infeasibility, and if not the
constraints will be delayed till more information on the data is known. In this particular
example the constraint is bounds consistent. �

Frameworks such as numerical, uncertain, or CDF-interval CSPs, extend the clas-
sical CSP to approximate and reason with continuous uncertain data represented by in-
tervals; see the real constant type in Numerica [21] or the bounded real type in ECLiPSe
[8]. Our previous work introduced the uncertain and CDF-interval CSP [23, 20]. The
goal was then to derive efficient techniques to compute reliable solution sets that ensure
that each possible solution corresponds to at least one realization of the data. In this
sense they compute an enclosure of the set of solutions. Even though we identified the
issue of having a large solution set, the means to relate different solutions to instances
of the uncertain data parameters and their dependencies were not thought of.

On the other hand, in the field of regression analysis, the main challenges have
been in the definition of optimization functions to build a relevant regression model,
and the techniques to do so efficiently . Regression analysis evaluates the functional
relationship, often of a linear form, between input and output parameters in a given
environment. Here we are interested in using regression to seek a possible relation be-
tween uncertain constrained parameters in a constraint problem, e.g. distribution of
traffic among two routers on several routes and the solutions computed according to the
parameter instances.

We note also that methods such as sensitivity analysis in Operations Research al-
low to analyze how solutions evolve relative parameter changes. However, such models
assume independence of the parameters. Related to our second approach, are the fields
of Interval Linear Programming [17, 9] and Robust Optimization [3, 4]. In the former
technique we seek the solution set that encloses all possible solutions whatever the data
might be, and in the latter the solution that holds in the larger set of possible data re-
alization. They do offer a sensitivity analysis to study the solution variations as the
data changes. However, uncertain data constraints have been ignored for computational
tractability reasons.

In the following section, we present the first approach, showing how we can seek
possible relationships between the solutions, and the uncertain data variations while
accounting for dependencies.

3 On Combining Constraint Reasoning and Regression Analysis

Let us first give the intuition behind this methodology through a small example.

3.1 Intuition

The core element is to go around the solving of a constraint optimization problem with
uncertain parameter constraints by first identifying which data instances satisfy the pa-
rameter constraints alone. This way we seek tuples of data that do satisfy the uncertain
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data constraints. We then substitute these tuples in the original uncertain constraint
model to solve a set of constraint optimization problems (now without parameter con-
straints). Finally to provide further insight, we run a regression between the solutions
produced and the corresponding tuples.

Consider the following fictitious constraint between two unknown positive vari-
ables, X and Y ranging in 0.0..1000.0, with uncertain data parameters A,B taking
their values in the real interval [0.1..0.7]:

A ∗X +B ∗ Y = 150

The objective is to compute values forX and Y in the presence of two uncertain param-
eters (A,B). Without any parameter dependency a constraint solver based on interval
propagation techniques with bounded coefficients, derives the ranges [0.0..1000.0] for
both variables X and Y [8]. Let us add to the model a parameter constraint over the un-
certain parametersA andB:A = 2∗B. Without adding this parameter constraint to the
model, since it is not handled by the solver, we can manually refine the bounds of the
uncertain parameters in the constraint model such that the parameter constraint holds
over the bounds, thus accounting partially for the dependency. We obtain the constraint
system:

[0.2..0.7] ∗X + [0.1..0.35] ∗ Y = 150

The solution returned to the user is a solution space:

X ∈ [0.0..750.0], Y ∈ [0.0..1000.0]

The actual polyhedron describing the solution space is depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Left: Solution space. Tight and certain bounds for the decision variables: [0, 750] [0,
1000]. Right: Solution vectors of problem instances with consistent parameter solutions.
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We now give the intuition of our approach. The idea is to first solve the parameter
dependency constraints alone to obtain solution tuples, not intervals. To do so we use
a traditional branch and bound algorithm. We obtain a set of tuples for A and B such
that for each tuple the constraint A = 2 ∗B holds. The idea is to have a well distributed
sample of solutions for this parameter constraint.

We obtain a set of tuples that satisfy the parameter constraint, in this case for in-
stance (0.2, 0.1), (0.3, 0.15), (0.4, 0.2), (0.5, 0.25), (0.6, 0.3), (0.7, 0.35). We then sub-
stitute each tuple in the uncertain constraint model rendering it a standard constraint
problem, and solve each instance. We record the solution matching each tuple instance.
The issue now is that even though we have a set of solutions for each tuple of param-
eters, there is no indication how the solutions evolve with the data. The tuples might
only represent a small set within the uncertainty range. The idea is to apply a regression
analysis between both. The regression function obtained shows the potential relation-
ship between the data parameters, that do satisfy the parameter constraints, and the
solutions. In this small example we can visualize how the solution evolves with the
data, see Fig. 2 on the right. In the case of much larger data sets, a tool like Matlab can
be used to compute the regression function and display the outcome. The algorithm and
complexity analysis are given in the following section.

3.2 Methodology and Algorithm

Our methodology is a three-steps iterative process: 1) Extract the uncertain parame-
ter constraints from the uncertain optimization problem and run branch and bound to
produce a set of tuple solutions, 2) solve a sequence of standard constraint optimiza-
tion problems where the tuples are being substituted to the uncertain parameters. This
is a simulation process that produces, if it exists, one solution per tuple instance. And
finally, 3) run a regression analysis on the parameter instances and their respective so-
lution, to identify the relationship function showing how the solutions evolve relative to
the with consistent parameters. The overall algorithmic process is given in Fig. 3. The
outcome of each step is highlighted in italic bold.

A constraint satisfaction and optimization problem, or CSOP, is a constraint satis-
faction problem (CSP) that seeks complete and consistent instantiations optimizing a
cost function. We use the notion of uncertain CSOP, or UCSOP first introduced in [23].
It extends a classical CSOP with uncertain parameters.

Uncertain CSOP and Uncertain Parameter Constraints. We first recall a CSOP. It
is commonly specified as a tuple (X ,D, C, f), where

– X is a finite set of variables,
– D is the set of corresponding domains,
– C = {c1, . . . , cm} is a finite set of constraints,
– f is the objective function over a a subset of the variables.

Definition 1 (UCSOP). An uncertain constraint satisfaction and optimization problem
is a classical CSOP in which some of the constraints may be uncertain, and is specified
by the tuple (X ,D, CX , Λ,U , f). The finite set of parameters is denoted by Λ, and the
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set of ranges for the parameters by U . A solution to a UCSOP is a solution space
enclosing safely the set of possible solutions.

Example 2. Let X1 ∈ D1 and X2 ∈ D2 both have domains D1 = D2 = [1.0..7.0].
Let λ1 and λ2 be parameters with uncertainty sets U1 = [2.0..4.0] and U2 = [1.0..6.0]
respectively. Consider three constraints:

C1 : X1 > λ1, C2 : X1 = X2 + λ2, C3 : X2 > 2

and the objective function to maximize f(X1, X2) = X1 +X2. This problem denotes
the UCSOP (X ,D, CX , Λ,U , f) where X = {X1, X2},D = {D1, D2}, Λ = {λ1, λ2},
U = {U1, U2}, and CX = {C1, C2, C3}.

Note that C3 is a classical certain constraint; C1 and C2 are both uncertain con-
straints because they contain uncertain parameters. If now we add a constraint over the
paramaters such as C4 : λ2 = λ1 + 3, the set of parameter constraints is CΛ = {C4}.

Constraint Simulation. We now present our approach to solve a UCSOPs with pa-
rameter constraints, by transforming it into a set of tractable CSOPs instances where
the parameter constraints hold. More formally, we consider a UCSOP (X ,D, CX ∪
CΛ, Λ,U , f).

Definition 2 (Instance of UCSOP). Let us denote by n the number of variables, m the
number of uncertain parameters, p the number of parameter constraints, and inst(Ui)
a value within the range of an uncertainty set. An instance of a UCSOP is a certain
CSOP (X ,D, CX ) such that for each uncertain constraint Ci(X1..Xm, λ1, ..λm), we
have λj = inst(Uj), such that ∀k ∈ {1, .., p}, the parameter constraint Ck(λ1, ..λm)
is satisfied.
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Example 3. Continuing example 2, the UCSOP has two possible instances such that the
parameter constraint λ2 = λ1 + 3 holds, given that λ1 ∈ U1, λ2 ∈ U2. The valid tuples
(λ1, λ2) are (2, 5), and (3, 6). The CSOP instances we generate are:

C1 : X1 > 2, C2 : X1 = X2 + 5, C3 : X2 > 2

and
C1 : X1 > 3, C2 : X1 = X2 + 6, C3 : X2 > 2

with the same objective function to maximize f = X1 +X2.

The generator of CSOP instances extracts the parameter constraints, polynomial in
the number of constraints in the worst case, then generates a set of parameter tuples
that satisfy these constraints. We can use a branch and bound search on the parameter
constraints of the UCSOP. The constraint simulation then substitutes the tuple solu-
tions onto the original UCSOP to search for a solution to each generated CSOP. This is
polynomial in the complexity of the UCSOP. The process is depicted in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Generate and solve CSOPs from one UCSOP.
Input: A UCSOP (X ,D, CX ∪ CΛ, Λ,U , f)
Output: Solutions to the CSOPs

1 SolsTuples← ∅
2 extract(CΛ)
3 Tuples← solveBB(Λ,U , CΛ)
4 for Ti ∈ Tuples do
5 substitute Λ with Ti in (X ,D, CX , Λ, f)
6 Si ← solveOpt(X ,D, CX , Ti, f)
7 SolsTuples← SolsTuples ∪ {(Si, Ti)}
8 return SampleSols

Regression Analysis. The final stage of our process is to run a regression analy-
sis between the parameter solution tuples T ∈ Tuples and the corresponding sol ∈
SolsTuples to estimate the relationship between the variations in the uncertain param-
eters called independent variables in regression analysis, and the solutions we com-
puted, called dependent variables. Using the common approach we can model a linear
regression analysis or one that minimizes the least-squares of errors.

Let us consider a linear regression, and the notation we used for the constraint
model, where Ti is one parameter tuple, Si the associated solution produced. We as-
sume that the parameter instances were selected such that they are normally distributed
in the first place. There are d of them. The regression model takes the following form.
β is the regression coefficient to be found, and ε the noise. The regression model is then
solved using MATLAB as a blackbox.

S = βT + ε

where

S =


S1

S2

...
Sd

 , T =


T1
T2
...
Td

 , β =


β1
β2
...
βd

 , ε =


ε1
ε2
...
εd
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3.3 Illustration of the Methodology

We illustrate the benefits of our approach by solving an uncertain constraint optimiza-
tion problem, the traffic matrix estimation for the sigcomm4 problem, given in Fig. 1.
The topology and data values can be found in [16, 23]. Given traffic measurements over
each network link, and the traffic entering and leaving the network at the routers, we
search the actual flow routed between every pair of routers. To find out how much traffic
is exchanged between every pair of routers, we model the problem as an uncertain opti-
mization problem that seeks the min and max flow between routers such that the traffic
link and traffic conservation constraints hold. The traffic link constraints state that the
sum of traffic using the link is equal to the measured flow. The traffic conservation con-
straints, two per router, state that the traffic entering the network must equal the traffic
originating at the router, and the traffic leaving the router must equal the traffic whose
destination is the router.

We compare three models. The first one does not consider any uncertain parame-
ters and simplifies the model to only the variables in bold with coefficient 1. The traffic
between routers takes a single fixed path, as implemented in [16]. The second model
extends the first one with uncertain parameters but without the parameter dependency
constraints. The third one is our approach with the parameter dependency constraints
added. A parameter constraint, over the flow FAB , for instance, states that the coef-
ficients representing one given route of traffic from A to B take the same value; and
the sum of coefficients corresponding to different routes equals to 1. Note that the un-
certain parameter equality constraints are already taken into account in the link traffic
constraints. The uncertain parameters relative to flow distributions are commonly as-
sumed between 30 and 70 % [23]. The distribution of split traffic depends mainly on
the duration of traffic sampling, the configuration of the routers, and the routing proto-
col itself.

Decision variables:

[FAB , FAC , FAD, FBA, FBC , FBD, FCA, fCB , FCD, FDA, FDB , FDC ] ∈ 0.0..100000

Parameters:

[λ1AB
, λ1AC

, λ1AD
, λ1BC

, λ1BD
, λ2AB

, λ2AC
, λ2AD

, λ2BC
, λ2BD

] ∈ 0.3..0.7

Link traffic constraints:

A→ B λ1AB ∗ FAB + λ1AC ∗ FAC + λ1AD ∗ FAD = 309.0..327.82
B → A FBA + FCA + FDA + λ1BC ∗ FBC + λ1BD ∗ FBD = 876.39..894.35
A→ C λ2AC ∗ FAC + λ2AD ∗ FAD + λ2AB ∗ FAB + λ1BC ∗ FBC+

λ1BD ∗ FBD = 591.93..612.34
B → C λ2BC ∗ FBC + λ2BD ∗ FBD + λ1AC ∗ FAC + λ1AD ∗ FAD = 543.30..562.61
C → B λ2AB ∗ FAB + FCB + FCA + FDA + FDB = 1143.27..1161
C → D FCD + FBD + FAD = 896.11..913.98
D → C FDC + FDB + FDA = 842.09..861.35

Parameter constraints

λ1AB
+ λ2AB

= 1, λ1AC
+ λ2AC

= 1, λ1AD
+ λ2AD

= 1, λ1BC
+ λ2BC

= 1
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Traffic conservation constraints

A origin FAD + FAC + FAB = 912.72..929.02
A destination FDA + FCA + FBA = 874.70..891.00
B origin FBD + FBC + FBA = 845.56..861.86
B destination FDB + FCB + FAB = 884.49..900.79
C origin FCD + FCB + FCA = 908.28..924.58
C destination FDC + FBC + FAC = 862.53..878.83
D origin FDC + FDB + FDA = 842.0..859.0
D destination FCD + FBD + FAD = 891.0..908.0

Results. We first ran the initial model (constraints with variables in bold for the link
traffic together with the traffic conservation constraints) and reproduced the model and
results of [23]. We used the linear EPLEX solver. By adding the uncertain parameters
there was no solution at all. This indicates that not all traffic could be rerouted given the
traffic volume data given.

We then disabled the uncertainty over the traffic BD, maintaining its route through
the router C only. A solution set was found, with solution bounds much larger than the
initial bounds (without uncertain distribution). Indeed,the space of potential solutions
expanded. However, when we run simulations using our approach on the model with de-
pendency constraints, there was no solution to the model. This shows the importance of
taking into account such dependencies, and also indicates in this case the data provided
are very likely matching a single path routing algorithm for the sigcomm4 topology.

After enlarging the interval bounds of the input data we were able to find a solution
with a 50 % split of traffic, but none with 40 − 60 or other combinations. This exper-
imental study showed the strong impact of taking into account dependency constraints
with simulations [13].

Exploiting the Problem Structure. After completing this study, and running the simula-
tions, we identified that when the uncertain parameters are coefficients to the decision
variables and follow a certain problem structure, we can improve the efficiency of the
approach. Basically it became clear that the fact that the constraints on the uncertain
parameters tell us about the potential values of the decision variables and not whether
the problem is satisfiable or not. For instance, when we allow the traffic FBD to be
split, there was no solution. Possible interpretations are: 1) this distribution (30− 70%)
is not viable and the problem is not solvable, 2) that there is no traffic between B and
D. In the latter case, the handling of the dependency constraints should be done hand in
hand with the labeling of the decision variables. This has been the subject of our second
approach [14].

4 Matrix Models

The main novel idea behind this approach is based on the study of the problem struc-
ture. We identify the context of matrix models where uncertain data correspond to co-
efficients of the decision variables, and the constraints over these apply to the columns
of the input matrix. Such data constraints state restrictions on the possible usage of the
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data, and we show how their satisfaction can be handled efficiently in relationship with
the corresponding decision variables.

In this context, the role and handling of uncertain data constraints is to determine
”which data can be used, to build a solution to the problem”. This is in contrast with
standard constraints over decision variables, which role is to determine ”what value
can a variable take to derive a solution that holds”. We illustrate the context and our
new notion of uncertain data constraint satisfaction on a production planning problem
inspired from [15].

Example 4. Three types of products are manufactured, P1, P2, P3 on two different ma-
chinesM1,M2. The production rate of each product per machine is imprecise and spec-
ified by intervals. Each machine is available 9 hrs per day, and an expected demand per
day is specified by experts as intervals. Furthermore we know that the total production
rate of each machine cannot exceed 7 pieces per hour. We are looking for the number of
hours per machine for each product, to satisfy the expected demand. An instance data
model is given below.

Product Machine M1 Machine M2 Expected demand
P1 [2, 3] [5, 7] [28, 32]
P2 [2, 3] [1, 3] [25, 30]
P3 [4, 6] [2, 3] [31, 37]

The uncertain CSP model is specified as follows:

[2, 3] ∗X11 + [5, 7] ∗X12 = [28, 32] (1)
[2, 3] ∗X21 + [1, 3] ∗X22 = [25, 30] (2)
[4, 6] ∗X31 + [2, 3] ∗X32 = [31, 37] (3)
∀j ∈ {1, 2} : X1j +X2j +X3j ≤ 9 (4)
∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3},∀j ∈ {1, 2} : Xij ≥ 0 (5)

Uncertain data constraints:

a11 ∈ [2, 3], a21 ∈ [2, 3], a31 ∈ [4, 6], a11 + a21 + a31 ≤ 7 (6)
a12 ∈ [5, 7], a22 ∈ [1, 3], a32 ∈ [2, 3], a12 + a22 + a32 ≤ 7 (7)

Consider a state of the uncertain CSP such that X11 = 0. The production rate of
machine M1 for product P1 becomes irrelevant since X11 = 0 means that machine M1

does not produce P1 at all in this solution. The maximum production rate of M1 does
not change but now applies to P2 and P3. Thus X11 = 0 infers a11 = 0. Constraint (6)
becomes:

a21 ∈ [2, 3], a31 ∈ [4, 6], a21 + a31 ≤ 7 (8)

Assume now that we have a different production rate for P3 on M1:

a11 ∈ [2, 3], a21 ∈ [2, 3], a31 ∈ [8, 10], a11 + a21 + a31 ≤ 7 (9)

P3 cannot be produced by M1 since a31 ∈ [8, 10] � 7, the total production rate of M1

is too little. This does not imply that the problem is unsatisfiable, but that P3 cannot be
produced by M1. Thus a31 � 7 yields X31 = 0 and a31 = 0. �
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In this example we illustrated our interpretation of uncertain data dependency con-
straints, and how the meaning, role and handling of such constraints differs from stan-
dard constraints over decision variables. It must be different, and strongly tied with
the decision variables the data relates to, as these are the ones being pruned and in-
stantiated. In this following we formalize our approach by introducing a new notion of
relative consistency for dependency constraints, together with a model that offers an
efficient means to check and infer such consistency.

4.1 Formalization

We now formalize the context of matrix models we identified and the handling of un-
certain data constraints within it.

Problem Definition

Definition 3 (Interval Data). An interval data, is an uncertain data, specified by an
interval [a, a], where a (lower bound) and a (upper bound) are positive real numbers,
such that a ≤ a.

Definition 4 (Matrix Model with Column Constraints). A matrix model with uncer-
tain data constraints is a constraint problem or a component of a larger constraint
problem that consists of:

1. A matrix (Aij) of input data, such that each row i denotes a given product Pi, each
column j denotes the source of production and each cell aij the quantity of product
i manufactured by the source j. If the input is bounded, we have an interval input
matrix, where each cell is specified by [aij , aij ].

2. A set of decision variables Xij ∈ R+ denoting how many instances of the corre-
sponding input shall be manufactured

3. A set of column constraints, such that for each column j: Σi[aij , aij ] @ cj , where
@ ∈ {=,≤}, and cj can be a crisp value or a bounded interval.

The notion of (interval) input matrix is not to be confused with the Interval Lin-
ear Programming matrix (ILP) model in the sense that an ILP matrix is driven by the
decision vector and the whole set of constraints as illustrated in the example below.

Example 5. The interval input matrix for the problem in example 2 is:[a11, a11] [a12, a12]
[a21, a21] [a22, a22]
[a31, a31] [a32, a32]

 =

[2, 3] [5, 7]
[2, 3] [1, 3]
[4, 6] [2, 3]


The ILP matrix for this problem is:

[2,3] [5,7] 0 0 0 0
0 0 [2,3] [1,3] 0 0
0 0 0 0 [4,6] [2,3]
1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
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The decision vector for the ILP matrix is [X11, X12, X21, X22, X31, X32].�

To reason about uncertain matrix models we make use of the robust counterpart
transformation of interval linear models into linear ones. We recall it, and define the
notion of relative consistency of column constraints.

Linear Transformation. An Interval Linear Program is a Linear constraint model
where the coefficients are bounded real intervals [9, 3]. The handling of such models
transforms each interval linear constraint into an equivalent set of atmost two standard
linear constraints. Equivalence means that both models denote the same solution space.
We recall the transformations of an ILP into its equivalent LP counterpart.

Property 1 (Interval linear constraint and equivalence). Let all decision variablesXil ∈
R+, and all interval coefficients be positive as well. The interval linear constraint C =
Σi[ail, ail] ∗ Xil @ [cl, cl] with @ ∈ {≤,=}, is equivalent to the following set of
constraints depending on the nature of @. We have:

1. C = Σi[ail, ail] ∗Xil ≤ [cl, cl] is transformed into: C = Σiail ∗Xil ≤ cl
2. C = Σi[ail, ail] ∗Xil = [cl, cl] is transformed into:

C = {Σiail ×Xil ≤ cl ∧ Σiail ∗Xil ≥ cl}

Note that case 1 can take a different form depending on the decision maker risk
adversity. If he assumes the highest production rate for the smallest demand (pessimistic
case), the transformation would be: C = Σiail ∗Xil ≤ cl. The solution set of the robust
counterpart contains that of the pessimistic model.

Example 6. Consider the following constraint a1 ∗ X + a2 ∗ Y = 150 (case 2), with
a1 ∈ [0.2, 0.7], a2 ∈ [0.1, 0.35], X, Y ∈ [0, 1000]. It is rewritten into the system of
constraints: l1 : 0.7 ∗X + 0.35 ∗ Y ≥ 150 ∧ l2 : 0.2 ∗X + 0.1 ∗ Y ≤ 150.
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Fig. 4. Left: Solution space. Reliable bounds for the decision variables: [0, 750] [0, 1000]. Right:
Solution space bounded by the constraints l1 and l2.
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The polyhedron describing the solution space (feasible region) for X and Y is de-
picted in Fig. 4 (left), together with the boundary lines l1 and l2, representing the two
constraints above.�

The transformation procedure also applies to the column constraints, and is denoted
transf. It evaluates to true or false since there is no variable involved.

Relative Consistency. We now define in our context, the relative consistency of column
constraints with respect to the decision variables. At the unary level this means that if
(Xij = 0) then (aij = 0), if ¬ transf(aij@cj) then (Xij = 0) and if Xij > 0 then
transf(aij@ cj) is true.

Definition 5 (Relative Consistency). A column constraint Σiail@ cl over the column
l of a matrix I ∗ J , is relative consistent w.r.t. the decision variables Xil if and only if
the following conditions hold (C4. and C5. being recursive):

C1. ∀i ∈ I such that Xil > 0, we have transf(Σiail @ cl) is true
C2. ∀k ∈ I such that {¬transf(Σi6=kail@ cl) and transf(Σiail@ cl)} is true, we

have Xkl > 0
C3. ∀i ∈ I such that Xil is free, transf(Σiail @ cl) is true
C4. ∀k ∈ I, such that ¬transf(akl @ cl), we have Xkl = 0 and Σi 6=kail@ cl is

relative consistent
C5. ∀k ∈ I, such that Xkl = 0, we have Σi 6=kail@ cl is relative consistent

Example 7. Consider the Example 1. It illustrates cases C4. and C5, leading to a recur-
sive call to C3. Let us assume now that the Xi1 are free, and that we have the column
constraint [2, 3] + [2, 3] + [4, 6] = [7, 9]. Rewritten into 2 + 2 + 4 ≤ 9, 3 + 3 + 6 ≥ 7,
we have X31 > 0, since 3 + 3 6≥ 7 and 3 + 3 + 6 ≥ 7. It is relative consistent with
X31 > 0 (C2.).

Similarly if we had an uncertain data constraint limiting the total production rate of
M1 to 5 and a31 ∈ [6, 7], yielding the column constraint:

a11 ∈ [2, 3], a21 ∈ [2, 3], a31 ∈ [6, 7], a11 + a21 + a31 ≤ 5

With all Xi1 free variables this column constraint is not relative consistent, since the
transformed relation is 2 + 2 + 6 ≤ 5. P3 cannot be produced by M1 because the
maximum production rate of M1 is too little (6 � 5, and condition 3 fails). This does
not mean that the problem is unsatisfiable! Instead, the constraint can become relative
consistent by inferring X31 = 0 and a31 = 0, since the remainder a11 + a21 ≤ 5 is
relative consistent (condition 3 holds). M1 can indeed produce P1 and P2. �

4.2 Column Constraint Model

Our intent is to model column constraints and infer relative consistency while preserv-
ing the computational tractability of the model. We do so by proposing a Mixed Integer
Interval model of a column constraint. We show how it allows us to check and infer rel-
ative consistency efficiently. This model can be embedded in a larger constraint model.
The consistency of the whole constraint system is inferred from the local and relative
consistency of each constraint.
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Modeling Column Constraints. Consider the column constraint over column l :

Σi[ail, ail] @ cl.

It needs to be linked with the decision variables Xil. Logical implications could be
used, but they would not make an active use of consistency and propagation techniques.
We propose an alternative MIP model.

First we recall the notion of bounds consistency we exploit here.

Definition 6 (Bound Consistency). [1] An n-ary constraint is Bound Consistent (BC),
iff for each bound of each variable there exists a value in each other variable’s domain,
such that the constraint holds.

A constraint system with column constraints is BC if each constraint is BC.

Example 8. The constraint X ∈ [1, 2], Y ∈ [2, 4], Z ∈ [1, 2], X + Y + Z = 5 is not
bounds consistent because the value Y = 4 cannot participate in a solution. Once the
domain of Y is pruned to [2, 3], the constraint is BC.�

New Model. To each data we associate a Boolean variable. Each indicates whether:
1) the data must be accounted for to render the column constraint consistent, 2) the
data violates the column constraint and needs to be discarded, 3) the decision variable
imposes a selection or removal of the data. Thus the column constraint in transformed
state is specified as a scalar product of the data and Boolean variables. The link between
the decision variables and their corresponding Booleans is specified using a standard
mathematical programming technique that introduces a big enough positive constant
K, and a small enough constant λ.

Theorem 1 (Column Constraint Model). Let Xil ∈ R+ be decision variables of the
matrix model for column l. Let Bil be Boolean variables. Let K be a large positive
number, and λ a small enough positive number. A column constraint

Σi[ail, ail] @ cl

is relative consistent if the following system of constraints is bounds consistent

transf(Σi[ail, ail]×Bil @ cl) (10)
∀i, 0 ≤ Xil ≤ K ×Bil (11)

∀i, λ×Bil ≤ Xil (12)

Proof. The proof assumes that the system of constraints (10-12) is BC and proves that
this entails that the column constraint is relative consistent. Note that constraint (10) is
transformed into an equivalent linear model using the transformation procedure given
in Section 4.1 relative to the instance of @ used.

If the system of constraints is BC, by definition each constraint is BC. If all Xil are
free, so are the Bil (they do not appear elsewhere), and since (10) is BC then condition
3 holds and the column constraint is relative consistent. If some of the Xil are strictly
positive and ground, the corresponding Booleans are set to 1 (since 11 is BC), and given
that (10) is BC by supposition, condition 3 holds and the column constraint is relative
consistent. If some of the Xil are ground to 0, so are the corresponding Bil since (12) is
BC, and since (10) is BC, condition 3 holds (the remaining decision variables are either
strictly positive or free and constraint (10) is BC).�
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Complexity. For a given column constraint, if we have n uncertain data (thus n related
decision variables), our model generates n Boolean variables and O(2n + 2) = O(n)
constraints. This number is only relative to the size of a column and does not depend on
the size or bounds of the uncertain data domain.

4.3 Column Constraints in Optimization Models

The notion of Bounds Consistency for a constraint system ensures that all possible
solutions are kept within the boundaries that hold. As we saw, for the column constraints
this means that resources that can’t be used (do not satisfy the dependency) cannot be
selected to contribute to the solutions, and those that must be used are included in the
potential solution.

Such an approach is not limited to decision problems, it can be easily embedded in
optimization models. An optimization problem with bounded data can be solved using
several objective functions such as minmax regret or different notions of robustness.
Our column constraint model can naturally be embedded in any uncertain optimization
problems provided an input matrix model is associated with the specification of the
uncertain data dependency constraints. Side constraints can be of any form.

The only element to be careful about is the transformation model chosen for the
column constraints. The one given in Section 4.1. is the robust one that encloses all
possible solutions. However, depending on the risk adversity of the decision maker
some more restrictive transformations can be used as we discussed. Clearly if the whole
problem can be modelled as a Mixed Integer Problem (MIP), MIP solvers can be used.

4.4 Illustration of the Matrix Model Approach

We illustrate the approach on the production planning problem. The robust model is
specified below. Each interval linear core constraint is transformed into a system of two
linear constraints, and each column constraint into its robust counterpart.

For the core constraints we have:
2 ∗X11 + 5 ∗X12 ≤ 32, 3 ∗X11 + 7 ∗X12 ≥ 28,
2 ∗X21 + X22 ≤ 30, 3 ∗X21 + 3 ∗X22 ≥ 25,
4 ∗X31 + 2 ∗X32 ≤ 37, 6 ∗X31 + 3 ∗X32 ≥ 31,
∀j ∈ {1, 2}, X1j +X2j +X3j ≤ 9,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3},∀j ∈ {1, 2} : Xij ≥ 0,
∀i, j,Xij ≥ 0, Bij ∈ {0, 1},
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And for the column constraints:
a11 ∈ [2, 3], a21 ∈ [2, 3], a31 ∈ [4, 6], a11 + a21 + a31 ≤ 7 and
a12 ∈ [5, 7], a22 ∈ [1, 3], a32 ∈ [2, 3], a12 + a22 + a32 ≤ 7 transformed into:

2 ∗B11 + 2 ∗B21 + 4 ∗B31 ≤ 7,
5 ∗B12 + B22 + 2 ∗B32 ≤ 7,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, j ∈ {1, 2} 0 ≤ Xij ≤ K ∗Bij ,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, j ∈ {1, 2} λ ∗Bij ≤ Xij

We consider three different models: 1) the robust approach that seeks the largest
solution set, 2) the pessimistic approach, and 3) the model without column data con-
straints. They were implemented using the ECLiPSe ic interval solver [8]. We used
the constants K=100 and λ = 1. The column constraints in the tightest model take the
form: 3 ∗B11 + 3 ∗B21 + 6 ∗B31 ≤ 7 and 7 ∗B12 + 3 ∗B22 + 3 ∗B32 ≤ 7.

The solution set results are summarized in the following table with real values
rounded up to hundredth for clarity. The tightest model, where the decision maker as-
sumes the highest production rates has no solution.

Variables With column constraints Without column constraints
Robust model Tightest model

Booleans Solution bounds Solution bounds Solution bounds
X11 0 0.0..0.0 − 0.0 .. 7.00
X12 1 4.0..4.5 − 0.99 .. 6.4
X21 1 3.33..3.84 − 0.33 .. 7.34
X22 1 4.49..5.0 − 0.99 .. 8.0
X31 1 5.16..5.67 − 1.66 ..8.67
X32 0 0.0..0.0 − 0.0 .. 7.0

Results. From the table of results we can clearly see that:

1. Enforcing Bounds Consistency (BC) on the constraint system without the column
constraints, is safe since the bounds obtained enclose the ones of the robust model
with column constraints. However, they are large, and the impact of accounting for
the column constraints, both in the much reduced bounds obtained, and to detect
infeasibility is shown.

2. The difference between the column and non column constraint models is also in-
teresting. The solutions show that only X11 and X32 can possibly take a zero value
from enforcing BC on the model without column constraints. Thus all the other
decision variables require the usage of the input data resources. Once the column
constraints are enforced, the input data a11 and a32 must be discarded since oth-
erwise the column constraints would fail. This illustrates the benefits of relative
consistency over column constraints.

3. The tightest model fails, because we can see from the solution without column
constraints that a21 and a31 must be used since their respective Xij are strictly
positive in the solution to the model without column constraints. However from the
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tight column constraint they can not both be used at full production rate at the same
time. The same holds for a12 and a22.

All computations were performed in constant time given the size of the problem.
This approach can easily scale up, since if we have n uncertain data (thus n related
decision variables) in the matrix model, our model generates n Boolean variables and
O(2n + 2) = O(n) constraints. This number does not depend on the size or bounds
of the uncertain data domain, and the whole problem models a standard CP or MIP
problem, making powerful use of existing techniques.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we introduced two multi-disciplinary approaches to account for depen-
dency constraints among data parameters in an uncertain constraint problem. The first
approach follows an iterative process that first satisfies the dependency constraints using
a branch and bound search. The solutions are then embedded to generate a set of CSPs
to be solved. However this does not indicate the relationship between the dependent
consistent parameters and possible solutions. We proposed to use regression analysis
to do so. The current case study showed that by embedding constraint dependencies
only one instance had a solution. This was valuable information on its own, but limited
the use of regression analysis. Further experimental studies are underway with appli-
cations in inventory management, problems clearly permeated with data uncertainty.
This directed us towards the second approach where we identified a the structure of
matrix models to account for uncertain data constraints in relationship with the deci-
sion variables. Such models are common in many applications ranging from production
planning, economics, inventory management, or network design to name a few. We de-
fined the notion of relative consistency, and a model of such dependency constraints that
implements this notion effectively. The model can be tackled using constraint solvers
or MIP techniques depending on the remaining core constraints of the problem. Further
experimental studies are underway with applications to large inventory management
problems clearly permeated with such forms of data uncertainty and dependency con-
straints. An interesting challenge to our eyes, would be to investigate how the notion
of relative consistency can be generalized and applied to certain classes of global con-
straints in a CP environment, whereby the uncertain data appears as coefficients to the
decision variables. Even though our approaches have been applied to traditional con-
straint problems in mind, their benefits could be stronger on data mining applications
with constraints [10].
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